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IN'rRODUCTION

In accordance with the Council

~irectives

on the reform of

agricul,ture of 17 April 1972, the Commission is required t9
submit an annual report to the D..lropean Parliament and to
the Council describing the national and Community measures
in force relating to these Directives, as well as the effects
of such n;easures.
The Directives provide that, on the basis of this report, the
Council \iill examine the measures and their effects, taking
into consideration the rate of structural development re1Uired
to ac::.ieve the objectives of the common agricul tur<.J.l
their effect

poli~;y,

on the harmonious development of the regions of

the Community, and their financial implications, so that,
ac"'.: ir.g on Comrr1ission proposals, it may assess the .ne·ed to
supplerr.ent or adapt them as necessary.
'rhus, the report is

in~ended

as a basis for evaluating the

evolution and adaptation of tte ;;orr:r.on agricultural policy, and,
in particular, of the cor:1mon otructur·al policy.
However, more than three years after the adoption of the
Directives' on the reform of agriculture, the Cornmiosion is
utill not in a position to present a report
satisfy these requiremonte.To begin
were

~ich

will completely

with~

the Member States
in applying the .Dir·ectives. 1;!hen the time limit

late

for application, which had already been extended, ran out on

.31 Deoeri1ber 197 3, only four
implemented Directive

72/160/EEC.

~!ember ~tate a

72/159/EEC

had

act~.: ally

and only three .Directive

This !Tieans that the Commission has at its disposal

only limited initial re:::ul ts which can hardly be regarded as
ad·.~qu.ate

for a definitive evaluation of the effects to date of

Community and M.tional measures. Consequently a detailed
aosessment of the effects of these measures is
In

t~w:::;e

no~

yet possible •

oircurnstu.nces the principal aim of the first report on the

applicc..~ion

of the ~irectives on tho 'refQr:Jt of £1.e,'Ticul ture ·is to

describe how the

=-~ember

Stateo have

interpr~ted

the Community

-2i
I
I

concept
existing

. in their implementing provisione,lhow they have adapted their
sy~tems

in order to execute common

~easures,

and

the methods

and criteria employed by the Commission to ascertain whether the
implementing provisions adopted by the Membe* States~ead to the effective

reali~ation

of the aims of the common

measur~s.
I

Where

appropriat~it

will also be necessary to examine difficulti~s which have arisen at
.

I

this first stage of transforming Community policy into national implementing

prov~s1ons.

However, it will be impossi9le as yet to deal with the
I

implementation of Directive 75/268/EEC on moantain and hill farming and
. farming in certain less- favoured areas sine~, in fact, this Directive
I

has only been implemented in one Member Stat~.

I

.
Part_!: !ackground and conception of the common agricultural structural

Eolicy

acc~rding

'

to the Council Directives of 17 April 1972

Chapter 1: !h£_socio-structural situation of agriculture
1. Climate, morphology and soil fertility combine to give agriculture in
the Community a very varied character which is also marked by varying
demographic, structural and economic condi tiona.
Compared with the ma.ior producer countries of the world, the structure of
agriculture in the Communi;ty can be. described as inadequate. This
inadequate structure is reflected, first of all, in the adverse man/land
ratfo which prevails. On average, there are no more than · 9 ha of
UAA per man-work unit against 126 ha in the USA, for example.
The average size of farm is sliehtly less than 17 ha ; almost
f~rms

of

are less than 20 ha and account for about 3ry/o of the uti]ized

agricultural area
~0

Bo%

on the other hand, 22% of farms cover more than

ha and account for about

707~

of the utili zed agricultural area.

2. This adverse structure which represents the situation as it existed in·
1973 nevertheless takes accmmt of the restructuring process which has
developed since

1~50

ano which essentially, has been characterized by

a reduction in the active farm population (from ~bout 12 000 000
in the middle of the 1960's

to soaroely 8 000 000 in 1974 in the

original Commtmity) and in the number of farm holdinp,e ( from Rbout
6.4 million in 1960 to R.bout ? 000 000 in 1973 in the original
Community), The situation in the new r."tember States tends to follow
a eim.i J.ar pattern. However, at the same time there has been an increase
in production and, above all, in labour productivity (an annual inorease
of 6.6% in the orip:ina.l Community between 19~8 and 1972).
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3. The average size of holding (about 17 ha in the Community ) varies
I

substantially among and within Member States. Thus, the average size
I

of holding in Italy is about 7 ha, as aga.ihst 62 ha in the United
Kingdom. In the Federal Republic of

German~,

Belgium and the Netherlands

(13-14 ha) it is beiow the Community averake, but above the average
I

in D~nmark, Ireland, France and Luxembourgi(22-23 ha). These differences
I

I

are repeated at regional level in most Memfer States. Furthermore,
they are reflected in the proportion of holdin.gs with an area of
I

20 ha and over, as well as in the proportion of the total utilized
agricultural area

occupied by such holdink.s.
I

The proporti on of holdings cove ri "" more tLn 20 ha TTAA i s subs tan ti ally

above the Comrmmi t:v average ( 22%) in the

U~iI ted

Ki!:i;cilom
(
·'

t;'J%)
.. ~ '

Luxembourg (477~) and France (34%) : it is considerably below this
I

average in Italy (7;0 a:nd slifrhtly below it\' in Germany (2~) and
Belgium (19%).

_
I

During the period 1967-70 the reduction in!the number of

holdin~s

in

3.9% pet yea.r, with a minimum of
in the F'ed eral Renubli c of Germany an~ a marl mum of 5. 2:'fc in the

the _original Community amounted to

3. ')~c

Nl'.!therlands. Between 1970 and 1974 the annual rate of reduction
i

may have fa.llt.m sJipohtly ( eatim"'.te d Rt 3, ?~(',), possj.bly due t.o the
I

decreased trAnd in tht:~ Netherlands a.nd in France (2.'7%).
However, this overA.ll picture is made up of 1A. series of varyine: trends
I

in the P.Volution of holdin~s within different size groupA, In recent
ti.mea, thf!re

h~.s

i

heen a. 1'1onsiderA.te reduct,i!on in

holdj,np.s - up to 20

h~.

- in all Member

I

Sta~es,

th~;~

number of smaller

By_ Mntrast,

.

at~A.rt

f1•om in the tmi ted Kingdom, the number of holdin!78 of ':\0 hA. eno

over has innr~a.Re1i .( Dl.'lta for IrelAnd and Ttaly
a:re not avail~tble
I
for the 1970-74 pPrion).
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In the i:''ederal Republic of Germany, Belgi urn and the Netherlands.,
the reduction in the number of holdings applies also to those of
20 to 50 ha, and in the United Kingdom even to those of 50 ha and
over. However, these are only f,lobal figures which obscure the
ai verse nature of the evolution of farm size both within the various
regions a.s well

13.S

within individual size eroups, In pa.rticular,

it cannot be concluded from them thR.t the only holdinp:s which
increased in si 7..e in the past were those which ha.d already attained
20 ha. or more.

4. The active farm population in the origina.l Community fell from
about 12.2 million in 196'1 to 7.9 million in 1974, or by 4% per
year. The rate of decline

WHS

hi fhest in Belg:i urn ( 6%) and Luxembourg

(9%), and lowest in the Netherlands (2Cln. T>urin17.

thP s3me perion

it was below the dommurii ty av-erage ,~in the United 'Kingdom and
Ireland.

'-

• Since 1970, the rate of decline

has

nimini shed, mainly because of the fact tha.t up to that yeHr both
hi red and fa.mily workers were

com~iderably

reduced in number, but

dlJl'intr the past ten years, the reduction in both catep:ories has
eased off. Consec:uently, an increasing decline in the fc:trm population
since then would have taken place only if the number of holdings
were correspondingly renuced.

-6I

I

However, the age stucture of the

acti~e
I

agricultural.

population shows clearly that a contin!u~d fall i.n the number
I

of persons engaged in agriculture must, be expected, quite
I

independent of overall economic trends:. In fact, the

~roportion of r~rsons aged from 45 to ~4 years (4?%) is
very much higher than for the correspohding age group
in other occupations

22%

of

between

(33%) ;

I

on the otrer hand, only

the active agricultural population is aged
I

14

and

34

years, as against

I.,

41%

for all other

occupations.
I

In this connection, it is worth noting' that the difference
I

in age structure between the active farm population and
the active population as a whole has ibtensified since
19,68 : at that time 26 per cent of the\ active agricultural

po:rmlation wets between

14

and

34

I

years! age. Here again,

it is necessary to emphasize that the above are only
global figures which tend to hide diff~rences in the
evolution of the farm population which has taken place
·r

within reg:i. ons.

I

I
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Ch~pter

2: The agricultural structural policy of the Member States
in the areas covered by the Directives on the reform of
agriculture prior to the introduction of these Directives

In most Member States agricultural structural policy was reorientated
and intensified from about 1954/55 with the ob,ject of improving farm
structures,
1. Initially many measures to encourage investments had as their primary
objective an increase in production or a compensation for inadequate
prices for certain agricultural products. However, at the same time,
measures introduced in various Member States aimed at improving the
economic situation of the large number of extremely small holdings.
Until the introduction of the Directives, however, these two aims
were sometimes pursued side by side by means of different measures
(e.g.in the Federe~.l Republic of Germany, France and Denmark).
The )'llea.sures taken in the Federrtl Republic of Germany ( 1955) and in
most other Member States between 1960 and 1965 for the improvement
of farm structures generally had a common aim. Essentially they
attempted to do no more than provide the avA-ilable labour potential
of the fRrm fA.rni ly, normally assumed to consist of two labour units,
with additional land and napital. Thus, in many cases the measures
emphasised the need to increase the areas of small farms (for example
in the Federal Republic of Germany, Denmark and Ireland) particularly through
increasing the area owned by the farmer. It was primarily in this
area of support that practical objectives relating to the development
of agricultural holdings were established for the first time. Very
soon, these objectives came to be regarded as the achievement of
"parity" incomes (in the Federal Hepubli c of Germany and Belp:i urn,
in principle also in France and the United Kingdom), or at least a
certain size of farm (Denmark, United Kingdom) or a size of farin
(Federal Republic of Germany, France), regarded as necessary to achieve
the parity income on the basis of prevailing prices and yields. However,
these aims often contained a static element since the minimum surfaces aimed
at frequently . tended to be the maximum surfaces for which aid was given.

-8On the other hand, aid for other investmentsJ basically the pro~s~on
of farm capital (buildings and machinery), w~s often not linked
to specific objectives, and particularly not Ito development ob,jecti ves.
In the Federal Republic of Germany, Belgium Jnd the United Kingdom,
'
however, there were certain exceptions, though they did not necessarily apply
'

to

all aid measures

in this area. At the same time, these measures were

largely based on the idea that such investme1ts -of necessijYresul ted
in an improvement of structures, since they involved an improvement
I

of conditions of production or a rationalization of production.
Measures of this nature were introduced in tJe Federal Republic
of' Gennany and Italy ( 1966), Denmark (1971) land France as late
as 1973. It should be mentioned that such me~sures have never existed
in the Netherlands.

I' .

I
I

At the beginning of 1971, in two Member States,
(Federal Republic of
I
Germany and the United Kingdom), measures toiencourage investments
I

in agricultural holdings were grouped

togeth~r

and placed on a new

basis. In both countries targets were introdJced based upon incomes to
I

be achieved after the completion of investme~ts, and as a result the
aid schemes became selective in character.

-9-

Although already existing in an elementary form in other Member States,
the farm development plan was evolved in the Federal Republic of
Germany. At 'first, however, it was mainly restricted to proving that
the planned investments were economic as such, and that the holding
involved was capable of supporting the

char~es

arising from the investments.

When aid policy was reorganized in 1971, the development plan then
became the means of proving that the required development target would
be achieved.
2. When the Directives

on agricultural reform were introduced, measures

to encourage farmers to leave the aericulture already existed in five
Member States (Belgium, Federal Republic of Germany, France, th~
Netherlands and the United Kini!(iom), In France this measure was
introduced as

~ar

back as 1963, and was restricted until 1968 to

farmers who had reached the age of

65

yea~s

and received the normal old

age pemdon. In the Netherlands (1964) , in Belgium (1965) and in
the llni ted Kingdom (19n7) it applied ~nerally to all farmers who
were not yet eligible for the old a.ge pension and in the Feder-al
Republic of Germany (1969) to farmers aged at least 60 years. In
addition, in the Federa.l Republic of Germany, comparable, though
isolated measures existed for younger farmers.
In e.:eneral, these measures had two objects : firstly, to facilitate
the withdrawal from agriculture of low income farmers with inadequate
holdings ; secondly, to increase "18l'ld mobility" in order to facilitate
the enl are;ment of other holdings. Thus, to some erlent, in ·the Federal
Republic

o~

Germany, Bele:ium and ini i;ially also the Netherlands,

the schemes applied only to very sme.ll holdinps.
However, except in the United Kinpdorn and in the Netherlands, there

wFJ.s no ePneral attempt to specify who should take the lAnd over.
Outsitie these two countries, the 1<md rE>leased wa.s not used to
Rchie.ve existine;

ob,~eet:!.ves

with the result that
In F:rance

of agricultural

th~;> soci~J

structur~l

policy,

policy asped wa.s predomimmt,

whe:re, at lea.st since 1968, specific: eri "t;eria for the

use of releAsed lA.!H:l ha.rl been establ ishe>d, the prAAtinp: of retirement

- 10-

annuities related in practice mainly to the transfer of farms between ,
owners and successors,
:

I

In the Netherlands (1968 and 1971) as in the Federal Republic of
I

Germany and Belgium (1971) the categories o~ farmers eligible for
I
I
Fede~al

such aid measures were later extended in some cases even quite
considerably. At the same time, in the
and in Belgium a distinction was made

i

betwee~

Republic of Germany
measures on behalf of

older farmers (retirement annuity) and younger farmers (special
premium). This change meant that in the Fede\ral Republic, of
Germany the majority of farmers became eligibl le to benefit from
aid measures of this kind.
I

3. With the exception of the Netherlands, and t:o a limited extent
the Federal Republic of Germany, none of the: Member States accompanied
I
or supported structural policy measures witH socio- economic gUidance
I

within the meaning of Directive 72/161/EEC. :The total absence of
I

such guidance probably contributed to the lo:W success rate of th.e
measures summarized in 2 above.

i
I

I

4. Finally, as regards support for the acquisi tiion of vocational skills
by persons engaged in agriculture, it is

app~rent

that , in all

Member States, even before the introduction :or the Directives, efforts
were being made to increase the general leve.l of training of
I

persons engaged in agriculture ; to some extjnt legislation to this
effect was already in existence. Not only was there an attempt to
I

raise the level of basic training, i.e. beyord lower secondary
school level, but also an increased range ot specialized training
in the context of advanced training courses ~as
made
available.
'
.

However, it must be noted that these efforts~ were often restricted
to yoWlger farmers, and that they scarcely applied to older farmers
I

who had already been engaged in agriculture !ror many years without
having had adequate training.

I
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Chapter 3

Objectives and basic content of the Dir.ecti vee on airicul tural
reform

The above analysis of the structural development of agriculture

h~s

shown that, despite the high rate of migration from agriculture,
and a not inconsiderable reduction in the numbers of farm holdings,
the structural adjustment and development process has progressed
relatively slowly. National structural policies were often restricted
to easing cases of hardship resulting from adverse farm structures and
the consequent inadequate productivity of farm labour. Therefore, they
had ueinly a social character, comprising a type of incomes policy,
and generally erivi saged neither the evolution and effective improvement
of agricultural structures nor the corresponding improvement in
productivity - objectives which would have necessitated recourse
to specific and selective reform

measures. Not until 1970/71 was

a certain change of direction apparent in some Member States in
this respect.
As far back as 1962 the Council had concluded that the functioning
and development of ···the common market in agricultural products would
have to proceed hand in hand with the establishment of a common
agricultural policy, one component of which is agricultural structural
policy. The realization of the objectives of Article 39 (1) (a) and (b)
of the EEC Treaty , i.e. :
- to increase agricultural productivity by developing technical progress
and by ensuring the rational development of agricultural production
and the optimum utilization of

the factors of production, particularly

labour :
- to ensure thereby a fair standard of living for the agricultural
population, particularly by the increasing of the individual earnin·gs
of persons engaged in agriculture ,
require both the maintenance of a sound agricultural structure and the
elimination of structural inadequacies in agriculture. Furthermore, the
achievement of land and labour mobility and the encouragement of an
effective utilization of the factors of production were·considered
indispensa'ble.
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I

The structural policy measures implemented by the Community to attain
'

these aims were restricted initially to thelcoordination or·
national .structural policies through the Standing Committee on
.

I

Agricultural Structure set up by the Councit Decision of 4
December 1962 on the coordination of policies on the structure of
agriculture (1) and through the financial support from the Guidance
I

Section of the

EAGGF for the financing of individual investment

schemes (2) •
. Qn 21 December 1968 the Commission presente4 a memorandum on the

reform of agriculture in the European

Econo~ic

Community, in which

it was pointed out that the market and price ~upport policy alone
I

.

could not solve the fundamental problems of lagricul ture, which
were primarily the result of inadequate agricultural structures.
The production capacity of the large majoriJy of farmers in the
Community is only small ; on the one hand,

~his

results in an

inbalance between the production factors of 1labour and land ; and
I

on the other between size of holding and a

I
~rofitable
'

return on

invested capital. In the circumstances many Jfarmers cannot achieve
a reasonable income. In many cases, as for ~ample in the milk
products

s~ctor,

they are forced to pursue Jighly intensive production

methods. Moreover, prevailing structural pol!icy measures had proved
inadequate for introd.ucing at Community leve:l schemes aimed at bringing the size of holding into line with farm' la~)our potential, at
guaranteeing a profitable return on investeJ capital and thus
i

providing as many farmers as possible with the structural, economic
and personal means of farming necessary to

e~able
I

them to achieve

an income and level of living comparable with those ofather
occupa~ional

..

groups.
'

As a result, in its memorandum, the Commissibn considered that a
"far- reaching

reform of agricultural structhres", leading to an

increase in the size of production units

andl a

reduction in the

number of persons engaged in agriculture was1necessary.
I

Thus, it

put forward an appropriat~ set of measures a~ a basis for discussion.

( 1 ) 0 J N° 136, 17 December 1962, p. 2892/62

(2) Regulation n° 17/64/~~EC, 5 February 1964, OJ N° 34, 27 February 1964
I

I
I
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On the basis of this memorandum the Council, in its Resoultion of
M~, 25 1971 (1), adopted the principles for a new.orientatio~ of

the common agricultural policy.

i

On 17 April 1972 the Council adopted the following Directives on

agricultural reform:
- Directive 72/159/EEC on the modernization of farms (2)
- Directive 72/160/EEC concerning measures to encourage the cessation
of farming and the reallocation of utilized agricultural area for the
purposes of structural improvement (3)
- Directive 72/161/EEC concerning the provision of socio-economic
guidance for and the acquisition of occupational skills by persons
engaged in agriculture (4)•
These Directives were later followed by the following implementing
Directives
- Directive 73/131/EEC of 15 May 1973r- on the guidance premium provided
for in Article 10 of the Directive of 17 April 1972 on the modernization
of farms (5).
-Directive 73/440/EEC of 11 December 1973 on genera' provisions for
the regional differentiation of certain measures provided for in the
Directives of 17 April 1972 on the reform of agriculture (6)
-Directive 74/493/EEC of 2 October 1974 on the level of interest
rate subsidy referred to in Article 8 (2) of Dir3ctive 72/159/EEC (7)
- Council Decision of 21 October 1974 regarding the list of agricultural
regions where unfavourable conditions exist within the meaning of
Directive 72/160/EEC, situated in Ireland and Italy (8)
(1) OJ N° C52, 27

~AY

1971

(2) OJ N° L 96, 23 April 1972, P• 1
(3) OJ N° L96, 23 April 1972, P•9

(4) OJ N° L96,23 April 1972, P• 15

(5) OJ N° L 153, 9 June 1973 p.24
( 6) OJ N° L 356,27 December 1973 p35
(7) OJ N° L268,3 October 1974,p.15
(8) OJ N° 1290,29 October 1974,P•7

- 14I

i

The three Directives on agricultural reform rere l~ter followed by
Directive 75/268/EEC of 28 April 1975 on mountain and hill-farming
and farmin.g in certain less-favoured areas.

!c 1 ) •

The Directives of 17 Fevruary 1972 on a,gricu:l tural reform.
The Directives, which complement each other and constitute a single
package, are primarily aimed at achieving a ~ommon objective z the
1

establishment and development of farms of a

~tructure

and size which

make possible not only the rational use of tpe factors of production,
but also the adaptation of the farm to futureI economic developments
and which assure a fair income and
satisfabtory working conditions
I
for persons working on them (2). The development of such farms implies

I

an improvement in existing man/land ratios. This improvement demands
on the one hand, that farmers release land, and on the other, that
such farms be created through increasing farm size, and that the land
I

released should, therefore, be allocated by kay of priority to these
farms (3). As a result, the Directives also

~tate

that

~icultural

structures cannot be reformed unless a largel number of those working
i
I

I

(1) OJ N° t 128, 19 r~ay 1975 p.1
(2) Fifth Recital of Directive 72/159/EEC; Fourth Recital of Directive
72/160/h~C; article 1 (1) of Directive 72/159/EEC.
(3) Tenth recital of Directive 72/159/EEC, Fourth and Fifth recitals
i
of Directive 72/160/EEC, Fourth and Fifth recitals of Directive
72/161/EEC.
I
'
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in agriculture make a

~undamental

change in their

o~cupational

orientation, either within ·agriculture or by transferring to other
occupation,s ( 1), or give up farming before retirement age (2). ·
The aim of these Directives is therefore to provide farmers with the
necessary means to enable them to decide on their future with full
knowledge of the existing opportunities and of the consequences of this
decision, and to act in accordance with this decision, either by
modernizing their farms, or by early retirement from farming or, in
the case of younger farmers, by taking up another occupation outside
of agriculture.
These means, which should be made available under the agricultural
structural policy, are as follows
- the establishment of a system of socio-economic guidance aimed at
providing farmers, particularly those whose farms do not fulfil the
re:;uirements of a modern agriculture, with the necessary information
which will enable them to aecide on their future and solve their
social and economic problems ;
- the introduction of a scheme to promote further vocational training
and retraining of persons engaged in agriculture, enabling them to
improve their farming skills or to acquire new skills and thus increase
the productivity of their farms and enabling them to manage a modern
~arm;

- the introduction of a

selective system to encourage those farmers who

have decided to adapt their farms in accordance with the requirements
of modern agriculture, who possess the necessary occupational skills
and who can prove, by the submission of a farm development plan, that,
a;fter t:1e investments have been made, their farms can through the use

( 1) Fifth recital of Directive 72/161/EEC

(2)

Fifth recital of Directives
same Directive.

72/160/EEC,

and Article

1 (1)

of the

- 16-

i

of rational methods of work and productioJ achieve a "comparable
I

.

earned income", a reasonable return on thej capital 'invested in' the
farm, and reasonable living conditions. The comparable earned income
is defined as the average gross wage of noh-agricultural
workers in the
I

area concerned. The basis of this selectiv~ aid system is as follows :
I'

-the allocation of released land to theseiholdings

- the granting of aids ip respect of the ilvestmente necessary for
I

carrying out the development plan. Essenti~lly these aids take the
form of interest rate subsidies not exceeding

5%

(according to

Directive 74/493/EEC, 6% until 31 December! 1975) for loans up to
40 000 u.a. per labour unit over a period not exceeding fifteen years,
I
or twenty years for investments in immovab~e property and ten years for
I

all other investments. The rate of interes( remaining payable by the

3%,

beneficiary m~ not be lower than

but provision is made here for

certain exceptions. In addition, in the cabe of particularly high
I

investments, Member States can increase the aids still further. Aid
for certain investments or branches of

pro~uction

are restricted

(pig sector, purchase of cattle) or excludkd (purchase of pig and
calves intended for slaughter, investments[ in the egg and poultry

!

sector).

I

- the provision of guarantees for loans in cases where no ade1Uate
security is available
I

- the granting of a guidance premium wherel it is provided in the
development plan that the farm will concenrrate on the

prod~ction

I

of beef, mutton and lamb.

I
I

- the

possibility of additional

incentive~

where the development of

the farm is undertaken within the context

I of

of holdings or irrigation schemes.

1

schemes for consolidation
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This selective aid system is completed by the granting of aid for the
introduction of account-keeping and launching aid for group farming
operations.
To guarantee the required extent of farm modernization, the selective
aid system also envisages the concentration of financial aid from
Member States on the development of agricultural holdings as described
above (1). As a result, farmers who do not submit a development plan m~
receive only smaller amounts of aid while the minimum interest payable
by the beneficiary must than amount to

5%.

The aim here is to avoid

·encouraging farms whose viability is not assured to plan expensive
investments, which might prove to be a capital loss at some later date(1).
Only for a transitional period

are r.Iember States permitted to grant

temporary aids on certain restrictive conditions to farmers who are
not eligible to benefit from the agricultural reform measures.
- the introduction of an aid system to help those farmers who

have

decided to make a fundrunental change of occupation or to give up
farming before normal retirement age, so that these farmers release
their land and make the areas available to those farmers who wish to
develop modern farms.
Essentially, this aid system provides for
- the introduction of an annuity for farmers practising farming as
their main occupation who are aged between 55 and 65 years and are
giving up farming,
- the granting of a premium to all farmers, the amount of which is
proportionate to the area released. The granting of this premium can
be restricted to those farme;'s who do not receive the annuity referred
to above.

(1) cf. seventeenth recital of Directive 72/159/EEC.
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Consideration of regional aspects
Article 39 (2) of the Treaty states that in working out the common
agricultu~al policy, account shall be taken!of the particular nature

of agricultural activity, which results

fro~,

structural and natural disparities between
regions.

I

~he

amongst.other things,
various agricultural

I
I

I

Accordingly, the Commission memorandum of 21 December 1968 already
stresses the varying levels of agriculturalldevelopment in the
different regions of the Community and the need to take account
I

of these variations in the structural polio~, so as to seek appropriate
I

solutions to them.

II

The Directives on agricultural reform simildrly operate on the basis
that, because of the diversity of their cauJes, nature and gravity,
structural problems in agriculture may

requ~~e

solutions which vary

I

accordi.ng_to region which can be adjusted ov;er a period: of time, and
which will contribute to the overall economi1c and social development
of the region concerned. ( 1 ) • ·
I

The Directives themselves take these regional differences into account
!
as follows :

i
- the comparable earned income,' to be achiev:ed per labour unit on
completion of the development plan, is differentiated
according to
I

region and fixed at the level of the gross i~come of non-agricultural
workers in the region.in which the farm

I
conc~rned

lies ;

I

in certain regions the available aid can

bj
1

extended and the minimum

interest rate payable by the beneficiary reduced to 2%

I
I
I
I

(1) cf. eg Third recital of Directive

72/159JEEc.
I
!
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- depending on the effort required of farmers in the different regions
as regards modernization, both aids for farm modernization and aid
.
.
granted for early retirements from agriculture can be fixed at different
levels, provided, however, that the maximum aid laid down in Directive
72/159/EEC is not exceeded
in regions where structures are good, where at least 75% of areas
form part of modern farms, Member States

m~

refrain from introducing

any or all the measures provided for in the Directives on agricultural

reform and thus help concentrate financial aid on those regions where
the greatest effort is required to change existing structures and
modernize farms.
For certain regions, where the maintenance of the minimum level of
population is not assured and where a certain amount of farming is
essential in view of the need to conserve the countryside, special
aid measures can be adopted in accordance with Directive 72/159/EEC.
Council Jirect~ve 75/268/EEC on mountain and hill farming and farming
in certain less-favoured areas defines more precisely and extends
the above provision.
The Directive is based on the consideration that more than a quarter of
the utilized

agricult~ral

area

forms part of farms which are situated

in mountain and hill areas or in other less-favoured areas and which,
because of permanent natural handicaps, have to contend with adverse
natural conditions of production which make any substantial increase
in productivity and the associated achievement of reasonable living
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I

I

I
I

and income standards either very difficult lr impossible. Consequently
the objectives of the Directives on agriculJural reform can only
be realized with the help of additional

mea~ures.

These specific problems

I

imply not:only that an increase in labour ploductivity is difficult
or impossible, but in addition, that the conservation of the
countryside or the maintenance of a minimum level of population is
frequently no longer assured, since farmers are giving up agricultural
activity and leaving the region.
I

I

For this reason, Directive 75/268/EEC aims, \on the one hand to assure
the continuance of agriculture by compensating for permanent

natural handicaps, and on the other to promoIte as far as possible
1
in these areas the modernization of agricultpre as described above.
Accordingly, the special aid systems set outi in this Directive
essentially comprise the following additiona1 measures :
1

- the granting of a compensatory allowance ploportionate
to the
I
permanent natural handicaps which hinder farhing. In principle, the
I

compensatory allowance is granted independenfly of production and

isi:::::::: :::::::::

::rm:::.::i:~a::c::::r:.:r::u:~::nf::::·~ith
i

a development plan, and in mountain and hilliareas the opportunity
I

of incorporating a greater degree of non-agricultural activities in

i

the development plan ;

- under certain conditions, increased investment support for farms
without a development plan ;

!
I
I

!

- additional aid for collective investments in fodder production

::: :::n:::

~::::::ment

I

and equipment of alpine
I

pastures which
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Part II

Implementation of the Directives on the

refor~

of agricultur'e

Chapter 1 : ,Introduction
The Directives on the reform of agriculture are based on the premise
that the best result can be achievedif, acting on the basis of Community
goals, concepts, criteria and conditions, each Member State implements
the common measures through its own legislative or administrative
procedures. Within one year of the Directive a·oming into force, i.e.
by April

19, 1973, the Member States therefore had to introduce

laws, regulations and administrative provisions to implement the
common measures. In view of the practical and political difficulties
experienced in some Member States when the Directives were introduced,
and not least because Denmark, Ireland and the United Kin.;;dom acceded
immediately before the end of this period, the Council, acting on a
proposal from the Commission, extended the

time~limit

to 31 December 1973.

Although the implementation of the Directives is the responsibility of
the Member States, the Directives reserve for the Community, working
in close cooperation with the Member States, the right to ascertain
that the provisions adopted by the Member States contribute towards
the achievement pf the objectives of the common action and that the
conditions for a financial contribution by the Community towards the
costs of the common action are satisfied. The Directives therefore
provide for a two-stages procedure which permits the Commission, in
close cooperation with the Standing Committee on Agricultural Structure,
to examine first the draft provisions and then final provisions with
a view to determining if, in terms of their confol'mity with the
Directives, and having regard to the objectives of these Directives
and to the need for a proper connection between the various measuresi
they satisfy the conditions for a financial contribution to the
common measures.
'I'he procedures for the examination of draft provisions has proved
necessary and useful since a large number of the drafts prepared by
Member States showed that a m01·e precise interpretation of

~he

Directives was required on many points, and that opinion vm·ied as to
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I

~as

the amount of discretion each Member State

allowed in their

implementation. r.fost of the questions and pJoblems.
I

~i~ing

were

I

clarified or solved during this initial procedure.
I
'

In every decision taken so far on agricul tu~al reform mea~;ures, the
Commission has been able to confirm at the Jecond
stage of the
I
procedure, that the conditions for financia] contribution by the
Community have been fulfilled, thanks

mainl~

the drafting stage, many issues were

clarified with the blember States.

to

~he

fact that, at

I

When assessing the implementing

prov~s~ons,

I
I

ithe Commission has

I

tried to make due allowance for the particullar nature of the

Jarious Member

agricultural activities carried out in the

States, the

1

original structure of the farms, the particu lar difficulties a Member
1

State faces when attempting to introduce agr:icultural reforms, end
I

the existing socio-structural policy

of thel Member States. The

•

J

essential criterion in all cases was whetherj the implementing
I

measures of the f·~ember States would make it possible to achieve
the aims of the Directives cr whether

I

indivi~ual

implementing

I

provisions might significantly hinder their

~chievement.

Hence the

Commission regarded minor departures from the Directives, i•e.
I

measures having little effect on the achievement of the aims of the
i

Directives (e.g. aids for drainage), as no obstacle to the authorization of a financial contributiQn by the

Co~munity.

In each case,

however, the departures were clearly indicated in the relevant
Opinions and Decisions and, where necessary, iapproval was made
conditional on a subsequent examination of tlieir effects.
I

I
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In many ca~es, consultation with the Standing Committee on Agricultural
Structure proved indispensable for the assessment of the implementing
provisions of the Member States. In the absence of the additional
details, figures and explanations given at these consultations
it would often have been impossible to clearly understand the
measures proposed and to form an opinion on them.

i

i
I
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I

I
I

Chapter 2: Implementation of Council

Directi~e

72/159/EEC on the

modernization of farms.
I
I

1. Whilst with one exception all Member States :forwarded their draft
laws, regulations and administrative provisilons for the implementation
of the Directives before the agreed deadline, there were considerable
delays in the actual application of the comm on measures. By 31
1

December 1973 the essential laws, regulations and administrative
provisions were in force in only four Member! States (Netherlands,
Federal Republic of Germany, United Kingdom,! Denmark). By mid-1974
three further Member States had followed suif (Belgium, Luxembourg,
Ireland). Although a number of implementing provisions were enacted in
I

France at the beginning of 1974, they were nrt applied until 1975,
but additional provisions, particularly for fhe alignment of national
aids, still do not exist. In Italy the adoption of the Directives
.

.

I .

coincided with the delegation, from the central government to the
regions, of certain powers rel:..ting to

agric~1ture.

This meant that

the Italian Parliament was unable to adopt a! law for the implementation
of the Directive of 17 April 1972 before Mayl 1975. Here, too, supplementary
provisions are still required

2.

Ge~erally

for full implkmentation ( cf. table 1).

speaking, the implementation in thl Member States of the

I

common measures adopted ir: Directive 72/159/EEC is determined by

I

three factors :

- the objectives of the development plan ( Article 4)

II

the type and arr.ount of aid available to farmers who have submitted a
I

development plan

( Article 8 and 14 (1) )~
i

11 (2)

) which at the same
.I th e prov1s1on
· ·
·
t 1ves
·
time defines the degree of "selectivity" 1n
o r 1ncen

- aids available for other farms ( Article

for farms whose modernization is planned.

I
I

I
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2.1.

As regards fixing the modernization objective, here again there are
three main factors :
- the determination of the "comparable earned income" and the man-hours
on which the comparable earned income is based ;
- the fixing of the modernization objective taking account of the
duration of the development plan ;
- the assessment of an adequate return on the capital invested in the
farm.
In this respect the Directive allows Member States a certain margin,
but it fixes minimum and maximum values in respect of the comparable
earned income and the man-hours required.

2.1.1.

rlhen fixing

the comparable earned income, seven Member States based

their calculations on the minimum value given in the Directive, i.e.
the gross wage for a non-agricultural worker minus employer's contribution
to social insurance. In the United Kingdom, on the other hand, the
comparable earned income is set at the upper limit given in the
Directive, i.e. includes the total contributions by employers, while
the Netherlands'deducted only a proportion of these contributions up
to 1975, but plans to deduct the full amount from 1976.
The comparable earned income used in each auntry in respect of development
plans commencing in the period

1973 to 1975 was as follows :
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I
I

1974

.1m

Belgium

I
Bfrs 262 000

Denmark

Dkr

Federal Republic

I 54 200
i
I

DM

DM 11 300

1B Boo

Bfrs 31B 000
Dkr

63 000

DM

22 000

FF

27 700

of Germany
France

I

Italy
Ireland

1 Boo

£ 17B5- £ 2 540

Luxembourg

LfrsI 274 000

Lfrs 332 000

United Kingdom

£ 2070- £ 2300 £ 2445- £ 2 700
Fl
26 000
23 400
Fl

Netherlands

£

I

. I

Fl 20 BOO

In six Member States this earned income relJtes to the maximum annual
working period per man-work unit of 2 300 hdurs. Only Denmark (2 100
hours), the Netherlands ( 2 210 hours) and Jhe United Kingdom, apart
from Northern Ireland (2 200 hours) choose
earned income to a shorter annual working

to

relate the comparable

p~riod.
I

I

Whilst Belgium, Denmark, Luxembourg, the

Ne~herlands

Ireland fixed a comparable earned income

fo~

territory, the other Member States

I

and, in 1974,

the whole of their

differen~iated

this income by

region. The Federal Republic of Germany is divided into 27 regions
of various sizes with the comparable income ivarying between 78 and
I

111 %of average. In France, the comparable jearned income is fixed
per departernent and the values are between 69 and 140 % of average.
.
I
As from 1975 Ireland created three and the United Kingdom two regions

(Great-~itain

and Northern Ireland).

will be fixed for each province.

I~

ItJly the comparable income
I
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2.1.2.Depending on the

durat~on

of a development plan, the comparable

earned income fixed for the year in which a development plan is
submitted is increased each subsequent year in all Member States by
a

percent~e

which reflects either the estimated real increase in

non-agricultural earnings ( Denmark, the Federal Republic of Germany,
Belgium, France), or the average real increase in non-agricultural
earnings over a period of several years preceding the year of the
application.
Thus, the Member States have fixed the following annual adjustement
rates for farm development plans submitted during the period 1973 to
1975 :

1ill
Belgium

4%

Denmark

3.3%

Federal Republic of
Germany

.1212
3%
3.3%
2%

2%

3-5%

France

1-3%
according to departement

Ireland

3%

3%

Italy
Luxembour.:;

2%

NetherlanJs

.3%
3.5%.

United Kingdom
2.1.3.

In addition to the comparable earned income, an adequate return on the
capital invested in the farm is also to be achieved through the
development programme. This return was in almost all cases fixed by
first differentiating between land and other capital. Whereas the
percentage on land is usually the same as the statutory or customary
rent required of a tenant farmer, the percentage on other capital is
often around the lower limit of what

m~

still be regarded as an

adequate return. Details are given in the following table :
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LAND

MEl.ffiER STATE

Belgium

statutory rent

Denmark

customary rent

LOAN CAPITAL

I

6%
I
4%

6~~

actual interest

I
3.5% but at least 3 500 DM/farm
I

Federal Republic
of Germany
France

OWN CAPITAL
(excludihg land)

statutory rent

Ireland

4% of value ~s new
'

5%I

2%

:2%

Italy

actual interest

4%

of value as new
actual interest

Interest as laid down
by law I

actual interest

I
I

Luxembourg

average rent

5%

actual interest

Netherlands

customary rent(3.5%)

117i%
I

United Kingdom

customary rent

7-?t %

10{u ~t a depreciation rate of

:

12t%

per

ear

2.2. As re•1:ards incentives for furms irrjplementing a development plan, only
i

Belgium, Italy and the Netherlands have introduced a system of aid
which consists solely of

interes~

rate subsidies on loans taken up,

although this system is the gene1al rule provided for in the Directive.
By contrast, the United Kingdom grants capital subsidies only. The
I

systems in force in the Federal Republic of Germany, France and
Luxembourg are a combination of i!nterest rate subsidies and/or loans
I

bearing reduced interest and capi!tal subsidies. In Ireland, there is
a choice between capital subsidie:s and interest rate subsidies, whilst
I

in Denmark a partially capi talize'd interest rate subsidy is paid.
i
I
In Article 8 the Directive provid.1es for an interest rate subsidy not
exceeding 5% and covering a

perio~

of 15 years, or 20 years for

investments in immovable property[ and 10 years for other investments.
Only

the Federal Republic of Germany, Italy and to s orne extent France

are making full

I

use of this prov;is ion, and, in part icular1 of the
I

possible extension of the term of the subsidy in the case of
1

investments in immovable

i

1 By contrast, all the other Member

propert~ •
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States grant less investment aid than is possible

~der

the Directive-

with some limited exceptions in respect of immovable property.
This applies particularly to investments in buildings. Here, in
all cases, a 5% interest subsidy is granted over 15 years for
inyestments in buildings, and the equivalent capital subsidy in the
United Kingdom is even lower. What is more, the term of the interest·
rate subsidy (or the equivalent capital subsidy) for other investments
is in some cases much less than ten years (e.g. five years in
Ireland). In addition, the Dutch interest rate subsidy for certain
investments ( increasing the production of pigs and calves for
slaughter, extending greenhouses, purchasing cattle) is a mere

1%.

Only the Federal Republic of Germany has made use of the possibility

5 to 6%, as
31/12/1975. No other

of temporarily raising the interest rate subsidy from
provided for by the Directive 74/493/EEC until

Member State has made use of this possibility. But in this connection,
attention should be drawn to tre fact that Italy plans, should the
occasion arise, to take up the option, provided for in the second
indent of Article 8 (2), of lowering the minimum rate payable by
the beneficiary to

2~

in certain regions.

In some Yember States the total investments eligible for aid is also
limited. In the Federal Republic of

Ger~any

and the Netherlands, aid

is allowed for a maximum investment of 120 000 u.a., which corresponds
to the amount for three man-work units, whilst for Denmark the
figure is 80 000 u.a. equivalent to the amount for two man-work
units.
No

!·!ember State is currently applying different levels of aid for

different regions as provided for in Directive 73/440/EEC. However,
one can assume that the application of Title III of D1rective
75/268/~C will result in an increased regionalization of the

amounts of aid in certain Member States.
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2.3.

1

Only a few Member States have availed the mselves of the opportunity
to grant additional national aid to

farm~

with a·development plan '

pursuant to Article 14 ( 1) of the Direct i!ve. In the F'ederal Republic
of Germany the aids oan at times be incre:ased considerably for the
construction or transfer of farm buildings to a new site provided that
the amount of the

investme~t

exceeds 60;.'0:00 DM on farms with a certain

proportion of grassland and 80 000 DM on·I other farms ; the aids are
then given for an investment

I

of more than 40 000 U.!l. per ma.n-work unit

and for a longer period. This type of aid: may account for as much
as

45-53%

of building costs, or

55-70%

in\ the case of farms yith

a

certain propprtion of grassland. To a les~er extent, and sometimes
only in certain regions, additional aid fbr investment in farm
buildings is also granted in France and Lhxembourg. In Belgium
I

additional aid can be granted only for that propprtion of an

investment exceeding 40 000 u.a. per

manfwork unit.
I

Finally, there is provision for additionalI aid for

la~td

improvement,

particularly drainage, :in France, Ireland 'and the United Kingdom •
I

In practice, Article 14(1) of the Directi~e is not applied in
Denmark or the Netherlands.

I

i

I
As regards incentives to farms not undertd!<ing a developrr:ent plan
1r1i thin the meaning of the Directive, a diJtinction should be
drawn between :
I
a) the fact that Member States may, during a period of five years
from the entry into·

for~e

of the Directive:, grant tet:-:porary aids

to farmers who are not·capable of attaining the comparable earned
income and are not eligible for the annuit;r provided for in
Directive 72/160/EEC (Article 14 (2) (a));;
!
I

I

b) aid to other farms (Article 14(2),

fir~)t senten~e).
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2.4.1.

Temporary aids, generally equivalent to the
which have submitted

a development

incenti~es

for farms

plan, are granted in Belgium

and Ireland ; in France, the possibility of granting such aid is
provided for. In the Federal Republic of Germany, for a maximum
investment of DM 40 000 (DM 45 000 for grassland farms) farmers
under 60 years of age who cannot submit a development plan are
currently granted an interest rate subsidy of

6%

on

Bo%

of the

eligible investment, over a maximum period of 20 years, but no
i~vestments

aid is given for non-land using farm enterprises.

As regards investments

aid for other farms without a development

plan, a distinction can be made between two groups of measures :
- permanent aid to such farms
- temporary aids to such f::.rms, usually for short-term e:conomic reasons.
2.4.2.1.

Apart from the special provision for Luxembourg, valid tmtil
December

3~

1975, (Article 23), permanent investment aid for farms

without a development plan exists only in Belgium, Ireland and
the United Kingdom. vfuilst Belgium grants an interest rate subnidy
of

3%

for all investment ·running for terms of between five years

15 years (buildings), Ireland grants o.n interest rate
subsidy of 3% for 15 years, or the equivalent value in the form
(lives+,ock) and

of capital subsidies for investments in buildings, and
rate subsidy of

7%

or a capital subsidy of

40%

a~

interest

for land improvement

projects; provision is made in th'' United Kingdom for a capital
subsidy which is on average 5/~ lower than the e:iUivalent aid to
farms submitting a development plan; in this case, however, many
investments (e.g. farm equipment) are not eligible for 'ar.y form
of aid. By the time the project is completed, the farm receiving
a subsidy must provide a satisfactory living for one person.
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In the Federal Republic of Germany, farms which submit a development
plan but which can achieve the comparkble earned income only with the
help of income from

forest~y, tou~isml or

some

ot~er. n~n~agricul tural

use of the land, or farms 1n partlcular areas wh1ch ach 1.evo only 9~
I

of the comparable income, may receive[ the same subsidies as farms
submitting a development plan. The

Co~ission
I

has made the point that

it considers this provision to be incompatible with Article 14 (2) of
the Directive ( 1). In all other cases

I,

farms without a development

I

plan are not subsidized.

I
I

In France and Italy the national aidslhave not so far been sufficiently
aligned with the

provisions of the D~rectives. In·both Member States

this is particularly true of certain

~egions

only parts of which

I

appear in the Community list of less-favoured areas.

I
!

In the Netherlands there is a permanent system of investment aid
I

only for projects such as drainage, land improvement, farm consolidation
paving of farm yards etc. The

subsidi~s

for

'drainage is higher than

I

is provided for in the Directive. Denmark grants reduced interest
I

loans for the transfer of buildings to new sites.
I

Moreover, some Member States subsidize the purchase of la.nd (France,
Denmark, Italy and, within the limits described above, the Federal
Republic of Germany).
2 ·4·2 .2.

In aJ.dition to these general

incen~iv~s,
I

two Member

~.3tates

introduced

short-term measures during the period[under review, the main
purpose being to stimulate building activity. The effects of such
I

measures were limited to a few weeks or months.
I
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Currently the Netherlands grantd an aid of 20% subject to a
maximwn of FL 10.000, for investments in buildings, the total
cost of which does not exceed a maximum of FL 70.000. Recently
Denmark introduced a similar system which

provi~es

for net aid of

16% for a maximum investment of Dkr .300 000 in a construction
project. The same aid is also granted for drainage.

3.

The review of the measures introduced by Member States

to

implement Directive 72/159/EEC on the modernization of farms
shows firstly that - with one exception which will be dealt
with in greater detail in Part IV - the Community examination
procedure has enabled satisfactory solutions to be found for
all problems which have arisen so far in connection with fixing
the modernization objective (Article 4 of the Directive). Even
where it has not yet proved possible to take a decision on
financing, it can be seen that the Member States' provisions
relating to the fixing of a modernization objective are
generally consistent

with the aims of the Directive, even

where they conform to the minimum rather than the maximum limits.
At the same time, however, the review clearly shows that there
has been far less alignment with the aims of the Directive where
aid is concerned.
This applies, in the first place, to the amount of aid which
may be granted to farms carrying out a development plan .. In
many cases the full range of aids provided for in the.Directive
is not grante.d, particularly when the development of a farm
requires heavy investment, notably in buildings.

However it applies above all to the national aids which
ca;: be granted to farms not sub:ni tting a development plan.

I
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I

.i
In this field the necessary amendments to the legal and adminisI
trative provisions have not yet been made, br not completely
i

made in France or Italy.
!I

In a number of Member States (for inst,mce the Netherlands,
Ireland, United Kingdom), there are certain: investments airls for
I

land improvement which are higher than permitted under the
I

Directive. In the course of the

examination procedure, the

Commission noted that such aids were

formal~y

incompatible with

the Directive ; it did not, however, make the decision on
financing dependant on the

abrogation of trese measures, since

it felt that basically such measures have l;ittle influence ~ither
way on the 'achievement of the aims of the Directive.
i
I
I

I

In addition, the Federal Republic of Germany grants a1d to certain
limited categories of beneficiaries (e.g.

m~xed farming and

forestry), which are incompatible with Artible
14 (2) of the
I
Directive.Here, too, the Commission proposek that the measures to
implement the Directive should be financed,! but only because it
I

has been proved that, in terms of the totalJ number of grant-aided
farms, these measures were only of minimal ~mportance.
Since the full range of aide which the DireLive proposes for
farms undertaking a development plan has

norI been exploited,

the

Commission has repeatedly had to concern itself with the central
issue of the Directives on the reform of

~.iculture,

namely the

introduction of "selective incentives to fJms sui table for
development". Clearly, Directive 72/159/EECiprovidea for the

.

I

granting of a varying system of incentives for farms suitable
for development which are distinctly more fkvourable than those
I

available to other farms. Only in this way can farmers be encouraged
to make the necessary efforts to

I

modernize!I their farms. Within

the framework of the Community's examining proceaure, it has
been possible to define the minimum require~ents for a selective system
of

incentives

, whereby the aims of the Directive may be

achieved and whereby these achievements

wil~

not be jeopardized

by the granting of excessive aid to other farms.
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It is clear that the Directive requires a minimum difference

o~

2 points between the level of the aids (in a system of interest
rate subsidies). On the one hand, in application of Article
14 (1) of the Directive, authorization uas given to create
this difference \'lhere necessary, by means of additional
national aids for farms suitable for development. On the other,
a difference of less than 2 points was regarded as acceptable
only if t!lcre were significant additional limitations as
regards

incen~ives

to other farms, thus offsetting the sm<··ll

difference between the levels of the aid. Such limitations
could

tak~

the form of a restriction on the total investment

eligible for

aid~

or a reduction in the types of investrne:: ~s

for \'lhich incen t ivos may be granted.
At the :Ja.me time it became apparent that, i f correctly applied,
the ::Jirective provides sufficient scope to deal with certain
(•mergency situations, e.g. short-term measures affecting
agriculture. Problems relating to the level of aid pe:·m::i.-:;ted,
and to selectivity, arose only 1tJhere the pro\·isions for
subsidizing farms with a devc 1 opn:ent pla..'1 were not fully
exploited, which meant that the admissibility of c..L: for
any other farms was limited.
This report on the implementation of Directive 7~/159/E:.!.:C in
the Member States shows that the measures introduced are
extraordinarily varied. Thus, apart from those cases where,
for reasons not justifiable under the Directive, national
~;~.ids

have not yet been suffi.cicntly aliened, the Directive

has proved to be a highly flexible instrument, makinr; ·it
possible to take due account of the varied requi~nts of
,·

structures of the Member States without compromising the
basic objectivas.

\
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Chapter 3

The implementation of Directive 72/160/EEC concerning
measures to encourage the c~ssation of farming and the
reallocation of utilized aeficul tural area for the
.
i
t
purposes of struc t ura1 1mprovemen

I
1. The Commission had received the drafts of all the Member States on
the implementation of Directive 72/160/EEC
by 31 December 1973, the
I
e.nd of the adjustment period ( 1). Howeve,r, here too, there is
I

.

evidence of a delay in the acutal application of the Directive.
i

Only three Member States (Netherlands, United Kingdom, Federal
I

Republic of Germany), were applying the I,Directive by. the end
of the adjustment period. Four Member Stlates (Prance , Belgium,
Ireland, Luxembourg) had published provi\sions implementing the
Directive by the beginning of May 1974• In Italy it was not possible
1

to enact the legislation necessary to imblement the Directive
before May 1975, for the reasons already/ mentioned above ( cf. table2).
2.

J

The introduction of an annuity or a

premium far farmers
who cease working in agriculture and who rake the utilized
agricultural area available for the purpo,kes of structural
i

improvement, thus achieving the Directivers objective as
described above, is influenced by three mlin factors :

I
I

I
I

the definition of the group entitled to:benefit from the measures;
I

I
'
I

the amount and, where appropriate, the duration of the paymer,ts;
- the conditions governing p~ent i.e.
of the land

1J

particular, the reallocation

I

released and the extent ~o which the ro~ulting

land mobil i.ty is used to achi.eve the obje9tives of the Directives
on the r(Jfom of agricultural structures. [

.
2.1.

I

As regards the definition of the group ent!itled
'to. benofit !'rom
I
1

the measures, Article 2 of the Directive provides that in prir..ciple

I

(1) Directive 74/,~5/EEC of 9 December 197~ authorized Denmark not

~:.:::~~. 72[JQp/l'JEQ_,.,~i~ DecemJ
31

I
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the annuity is to be granted to all farmers who practioe farming
as their main occupation and who are aged between fifty-five and
sixty-five, and the premium at least_is to be granted to all
other farmers who cease working in agriculture. However, on the
grounds of age or means of the prospective beneficiary, Member
Stat:.c s may vary the amount of or refuse to grant the annui tyor premium.
2.1.1.

Belgium an1 -Luxembourg gratit the retirement annuity to fu.!'rn,;r·s
who practice farming as' t 1leir main occupation and are <J.ged
between fifty-five and sixty-five years, the Netherlands to farmers
aged between fifty and sixty-five years and Ireland and the United
Kingdom'
to farmers aged fifty-five years or over. Italian legislation ·
J
also provides for the annuity to be granted to farmers who
practise farming as their main occupation a.r).d '1hO are a.z;ed between
fifty-five and sixty-five who farm no more than 15 hectares, but
only in areas other than mo;mtain areas. In the Federal Republic
of Germany, the annuity is granted to farmers aged between sixty
and sixty-five years, and, by way of exception, to farmers aged
between fifty-five and_ sixty years if they can no longer obtain
a new occupation. In France, however, apart from cases of invalidity
etc, only farmers aged sixty years and over receive an annuity.
Farmers leaving agriculture before this age can, however, get
a provisional certficate which gives them the right to receive
the annuity on reaching the age of sixty years or, where appropriate,
sixty-five years.
premi~ is in principle granted
On the other hand, the
irrespective of the recipient's age. Only the Netherlandrl and

Belgium impose restrictions here : neither country provides
for special financial incentives for farmers who have reached the
age of sixty-five and release land for the purposes of structural
improvement..
2.1 .2.

All the Member States restrict the group of people entitled to
benefit from the annuity or the premium to a greater or lesser
extent, depending on the size of the farm or the income of the
farmer.

\

/

t-
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Only in Italy is the premium granted

irrespectiv~

and income of the farm. In the other

Membe~

of the size

States the limits

for granting the annuity or the premium arJ the same, i.e.
a farmer whose farm exceeds a specific sizJ or whose income
is over a specific .amoun.t, may not receive Jither the

ann~ity

or the premium on ceasing farming, even iflhe were prepared·
to make the land available for the purposes of structural
improvement.
The following picture emerges
France, Ireland, Italy and

Lux~mbourg appl~

a limit based

purely on area, the upper limit in France ,eing fixed at
four times a "minimum farming area" (approx·imately 60 to
200 ha, depending on the region), in Irelanld at some 18 ha,
I
in Italy at 15 ha ( but
this applies on1ly to the a.nnui ty

for the cessation of ~arming and to farmersl age~ between fift~-five
.and sixty .years
1n are~s other than mountam areas) and 1n Luxemboug
at 20.8 ha. The Federal Republic of Germ~ applies a criterion which
also, by and large, amounts to a 1 imi t of are~, the maximum

being somewhere between 20 and 25 ha, depenking on the
region. In the Netherlands and Belgium, ho+veL:, the limit
is based on income; in the Netherlands the furrent limit
is a taxable income of Fl 20 000, and in Belgium a taxable
income of Bfrs 100 000, a.l though a.n increas.~ in this latter
amount is planned.. In the United. Kingdom, ot the other hand,
farms with a. labour requirement of under 600 standard man·•
days qualify for an annuity or premium.
The Federal Republic of Germany, Luxembourg! and Ireland permit
exceptions to these restrictions. In these countries larger farms
may also receive the annuity or premium, iflthey do not provide

.

the comparable earned income as defined in Directive

75/159/EEC and cannot be developed a.ccordinkly. In Ireland,
moreover, the payments are granted to large~ farms if it ean
I

be proved that +.he area released is required for
of approved development plans.

the

implemern.ation
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Additional restrictions exist in Balgiuar Mtl-: Luxembourg :
In both countries farmers

whoae non-agrie\l1tural income excee~s

a specific amount, which may be less th8.."l :~halt the total income,
are debarred from being granted the

a.nnui t} J)~

premium • In both

countries thht rule also applies if the non-agricultural income of the
spouse exceeds this amount. In this connection it should also
be ~oted that in France, Ireland, LuxemboUrg and to a. ·'"
lesser . ~extent in the United Kingdom, farmers practising
farming as a subsidiary occupation may not receive t_~·~ ·
premium, irrespective of the amount of land that

m~'be·

released

by them •
'rhe Member States use very different methods for deciding th~
amount of the annuities and premiums.
While the Federal Republic of Germany, France, Luxembourg,Ireland
Italy and the Netherlands pay a standard annuity, Belgium and the
United Kingdom grant a basic annuity and an additional sum calculated by
reference to the areg, released; in Belgium the amount of this
a.ndi t ional sum var ics according to the use made of the 1 and.
Five Mem'oer States calculate the premium per heci.:.:re of area
released (Belgium, Germany, Ireland, Italy and Luxemb9urg). In
France and the

Uni~ed

Kingdom the premium comprises

a

ba8ic sum unrelated to area and an additional sum, calculated by
reference to the area. released. In the Netherlands the
premium consists of an amount per hectare of area relea3ed and
an amount calculated by reference tothe volume of the farm business.
In France, Ireland Italy a.nd the Netherlands. the premiwn is
granted in addition to the annuity; however, in the Netherlands
onl,y that part of the premium is paid which is calculated by
reference to the area released. In addition, .Ireland and Italy
provide that where a tenant farmer ceases farming the premium
is granted to the landlord and the annuity to the tenant.
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In France and the United Kingdom the premium ; is converted into an
I
annuity, ~f the farmer ceasing farming is aged
65 or over.
!

In Germany the premium is granted only where the land released is
leased. In Ireland the amount of the premium varies according to whether
the land released is sold or leased. In the ]atter case the
I
amount may be twice as much as in the forme:t;'•
I
I

All the Member States except Italy stip'il.Jate,! either directly or
indirectly, a maximum amount for the premium.' As a general rule, this
I

maximum amount is that for 30 ha and above, but :Belgium and
Luxembourg grant the

•

prem~um

I

only for 10 hectares.

In Luxembourg and the Netherlands all

I

p~ents

pursuant to the

Directive cease once the beneficiary reaches the age of sixtyfive years. In Belgium, the annuity is granted for a period of ten
years, and in France the payment of the

I

but
I
on a considerably reduced scale once the recipient reaches the age of
'
sixty-five years • In the other Member States the annuity is granted for
annu~ty contin~es

I

I

life although the normal old-age pension mayibe taken into account.
I

In all Member States except Luxembourg and the Netherlands, farmers
are still at a financial advantage even afteJI the age of sixty-five year£
provided they ceased farming between the ~ of fifty-five and sixtyfive years • In :Belgium, the later farming ceJsed, the greater is
this advantage.
The detailed arrangement and the rules

I

relat~ng

to the amount of the

I

annuities or premiums are shown in the following tables

Annuit.y for the cessation of farming in accordance with Article 2 {1) {a)
Recipient

Member State

I

+-----

·-·-

Duration

Amount

Limits

age

-- ·- .. --- --- - the taxable net income from ·th~> f~m0 must
not have exceeded Bfrs 100 000 per annwn

45--ooo___

fixed p~t: Bfrs
---f1o-years maximum
variable part: Bfrs 3 000
per 50 ares. Maximum:
- the non-agricultural taxable income of
90 000 per annum
the appli-cant or
spouse must not have
The variable part may be
exceeded Bfrs 50 000 (increase in amounts
increased by one third,
is envisaged)
or by 100% in the case of
certain land reallocations~
-----------4-------------~---------------------------------------~ Maximum Bfrs 135 000
Belgium

Federal
Republic of
Germany

France

55-65 years

60-65 years, in
exceptional
cases from 55
years

fr-om 60 years

~

Farms up to approxirn~, te ly 20-25 ha ; larger
farms only if comparable income is not
attained or cannot be attained

4 times rnw1rnum farrdng area (approximately
60-200 ha in mixed farn.ing, depending on
the region).

-~

Married persons : m: 5 268
per annum
Single persons: DM 3 492
p:or annum
Regular adjustment is
envisaged.
Married pero:ons between 60
and 65 years : FF 8 200
per annum
Single persons between 60
and 65 years : FF 4 800 per
annum
From 65 years a standard FF
1 500 per annum for both
categories

For life

....

For life

_

Annuitl for the cessatio~ of farming in accordance with Article 2 (1) (a)(Contd)

_

Member
State
Ireland

··u•...,... ____

Italy

-·

_,..,,...,._

Limits

from 55 yeara

~p

.. ......... -

--

to a rr:a.ximum of 45 n.cres of go?d multi-purpose land •
larger farms if rarm produces earned income
appreciably belmt the comparable income or if
the land is needed for the development of
other farms.

-;-·-,.[<0"'·-·--·---·--·--·--(a) up _to a ma.xirr:u,"'' of 15 ha.unlimited in mountain
a 55-60 years
'

55-65 years

.

---~~-----.---·------

.

-

50-65

;;;.7"-

~~~g~~rsons: ;r.~;o 1:~·

~aximum

.-

-

United
Kingdom

from 55 years

-

taxed net income from the farm
1974: Fl 16 000 per annum
1975: Fl 20 000 per -annum
·.,

farms of lees
standard man-days

--

•'

------------

'

~or

life

PP

to the
end of ..the
year of age

Level of annuity is indexlinked. Partial deduc~ion
for non-agricultural -~come.
Lump-sum premiums .,.i-:i.·~·:.,
Up to the e:
. . Fl 1 000-4 000 per .ha'li974 ~ 65th year 0
· · Fl 1 200-4 Boo per ha ( 197.5
age ,___
--Annuity.: 720-u.a. ~er-annum •

______

~

'..

than 600

For life

Married: £600 per annum
persons
Single: £400 per annum
persons
.

Married· persons:-Fl .100 800

- the household's non-agricultural income
must not have exceeded the minimum wage.
-Ne~nerlands

Durati

...

Married: 900 u.a, per annum
. irr::;on~
S1n
e pe sons: '600 u.a.- per I
-annum

areas.
{b) generally unlimited
-up tt maximum r:f 2o.&~a~arms hetween 20.8 and
30 ha only if farm cannot be adapted

•'

Amount

.._......

'-···~~--·--·------- ~---·------ -~-~--------·-·

{b) 60-65 years
Luxembourg

--~

Recipient

-A8e

~----·-~·

,..,__,...,.~,...-......-.-~··""'·""'"'~

-

.... __._.

. ....

:_~·

·::-

...

Annuity: £ 250 per annum for ~or life; fa;
the first 10 acres + £2 per between 55 '
annum for eaoh additional
ears me.y a]
acre Max. £450 for 110 acres lt'or the lum_
~urn premium

....

t..:l

Premium in accordance with Article 2(1) (b)
.

--.

..-

Belgium

France

junder 55

years

ut accumulat1on
ithexc.._u
tl;tedannuity
ea.

'I

··-···'"'··___, .. ..,...#.• ..-?..

0

ago l;mit

----~-~---·c·-··

----·------ _______________

Ireland

r•O

Italy

!no age limit

-·

Amount

age limit

- -=~-- ·
-taxable net income from the farm must not
exceed
Bfrs 100 000 per annum
-taxable non-agricultural income of the applicant
or spouse
must not
exceed- Bfrs 130 000 per annum

las

for annuity

I as

for annuity

··---

-.-:-r-

max:1mum or
200 000 BFi this amount may be increased
by 1/3 or by 100 per cent for certain
lar,d reallocations.

··-

-~--..,----- ... ~--~

......

--·----------~---~

FCcccd part ' FF 3 000; v"riable part for

--~--------~--~-~~---------~--

-~-~---~----~· r~;:~::::~:~~:~E~~ ~~~~~
.

I

a 1 v,o of the purchase price up to a
t".:J.Ximum of £ 1 500
(b) where leased : twice the annual lease
rent up to a maximum of £ 3 000

-- ------~+1
----~~-----1 no limits, and in addition applies to landlords whose
tenants 8 times annual lease rent; in the case of

·--~----···--·~····--·--1--···-----·---------------~~-~~--~---------

jno-ag;-·limFt___ ----f·· 'iS.for

!but accumulation · th
annuity excluded
Netherl~d;;·iFarmersup.-to ---- l'is

an.·n--ufty·~---- · ---

!Farmers under
55 years

- ----- ~

--~-~-_

landlords who cannot receive the annuity
bec_!3-use ~c:>.!_!.iti t __ _9!1 size, 6_ times annual lease rent.
1

500 Fl per ha up to a maximum of

150 000 Fl.
fo~--~-ul-ty_ . ___

50 years

United
Kingdom

Tm' 2o oorr per nauptO a

as for annuity, but includes farmers who practi-;-e____ -----~·mr)oo"per-haup-~fo a mai'imum or DM
farming as a
subsidiary occupation
·
20 000. Spec1al crops: DM 1 200 per ha.

receive the annuity.

Lu.xemb-our g.

-···--.--···"---~--,-------·-----------

Limits

Age

~Germany-1o'8,ge limit .
.-··--- ~ .... _. _ _ _

..

Recipient

Member
S-tate

as for annuity

---- · ·

----~----~~.--- .. -------·----------·

··--·~---

la) p~e~ium 19t5 : between Fl 1 200 and
Fl 4 800 per ha.
(b) premium calculated by reference
points which set a value on'the farm~
Fl 2.4 per point, maximum Fl 24000, minimum : 6 000 Fl
-----

£ 1 000 for the first 10 acres + £ 20
for each additional acre
Maximum £ 3 000 for 110 acces.

~
1:;.:>
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2.3.

As for the conditions relating to the reallocation of the land
released which must be fulfilled for the annuity or the premium
to be granted, with one exception all the Member States make it
obligatory to transfer the land released to farms carrying out
development plans. However, where the farmer ceasing farming
finds it impossible to comply with this condition, these Member
States also permit other kinds of reallocation - apart from
long-term-non-agricultural use. In these cases, Ireland, Italy
and the Netherlands specify transfers to a "land agency" or
comparable public body, which for their part must use the land
for farms with development plans, although in Italy they may
also reallocate it for the enlargement of other farms.
Belgium and Germany likewiae provide for transfers to land
agencies, but also permit reallocation to other farms not
carrying out a development plan, as do Luxembourg and the
United Kingdom.· .(part from Luxembourg, these countries however
set specific requirements for the

minL~

size or

area

to

be reached, which in Belgium and Germany m~ be considerably
below the size aimed at by Directive 72/159/EEC.
For the time being (up to December 1976), France sets no
apec1al conditions for the reallocation of the released land
when granting the annuity, so that the annuity

m~

be paid

even when the farm is not wound. up as an independent economic
~~it, but,for example, passes to an heir as a whole. Thus, the
Commission hasso far been unable to issue a favourable financing
decision on the French provisions for the implementation of the
Directive. However, the authorities responsible for the
implementation of the Directives were instructed to ensure some
coordination between the release of farmland on the one hand
and the development of farms on the other •. Ori the other hand,
the

premium is granted only in specific
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and narrowly restricted cases, unless the land is being
transferred to a farm carrying out a development plan.

2.4.

In two Member States measures exist or are planned, which still
fall within the scope of the Directive, even though they do not
constitute measures within the meaning of Article 2. The Netherlands
intends to introduce a measure enabling farmers aged 50 years or over,
who undertake to make their farm available for the purposes prescribed
by the Directive within six years at the latest to receive the
annuity during this period, while the additional premium per
hectare will be paid only when the land has actually been made
available.
A similar rule

• already exists . for some time in France, where

farmers too young to receive the retirement annuity may, under
specific condi tiona and in specific regiom receive an "anticipatory annuity", if they undertake to cease farming on reaching
the appropriate age.

2.5.

Annuities for hired or family workers aged between fi·fty-five and
sixty-five years who lose their jobs as a result of the transf,er of the
farm have not been introduced in the Federal Republic of

Gern~y,

Ireland and the Ur.ited Kingdom because of the extensive systenls of
unemployment .benefi ts_already exi@Ung in these countries • .In Germany.
--"however,
a nonrecurring lump-sum is paid. The other Member States are introducing
an annuity .of this kind; in the Netherlands, Luxembourg and
Belgium it will be the same as the_ annuity for farmer-owners,
and in France and Italy, it is fixed at the level of the annuity
for single farmers. In Luxembourg family workers receive 6o%
of this amount. In Belgium skilled farmworkers are. virtually
excluded from such arrangements, since hired workers whose
income has exceeded a specific amount do not receive the
annuity.
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3.

As the table of measures in the Member States ,shows, the ,
application of Directive
of

3.1.

72/160/EEC has thrown up a number

p~oblems.

All the Member States have to a greater or lesser extent made
use of the authorization in the Directive not to grant the
annuity or premium for the cessation of farming on grounds
of the prospective beneficiary's means. In many cases considerations
of social policy. were applied to restll'ict the Directive •s scope:
persons who possessaasured• assets in the form of their farm or
who achieve, in particular through non-agricultural activity,
incomes which are above a certain minimum level, need no
additional aids to cease farming.
Against

this, the Commission has stressed the Directive's

structural nature, which alone could justify a Community measure
within the framework of the common agricultural policy. But
the Directive's structural significance consists in making
land available for the purposes of agricultural reform, i.e.
for the development of suitable farms and in granting financial
incentives for this. It was, however possible to reach some deal of
agreement within the Communityh9xamination procedure so that the
above-mentioned social policy considerations are applied only when
the prospective beneficiary achieves from his farm an income which
is not appreciably less than the comparable income as defined
in Article 4 of Directive 72/159/EEC. All the Member States except
Belgium and the Netherlands ,have made the relevant ad. apt'ations
w~erever

this problem was posed by their provisions.

In all the cases the Commission was therefore able to .issue
favourable decisions on eligibility for financing, but in cases
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where this adaptation was not made, it has rese;r-ved· the ri~ht to '
review the decisions in the light of trends in comparable
non-agricultural incomes.

).2.

In this connection it seems appropriate to refer to the problem presented1rthe level of payments under Article 2 (1) (a) and (b) of the
Directive.

Almost all the Member States provide for an

annuity greater than the amount specified in the Directive as. being
eligible for financial assistance by the Community. But.in allMember States th. annuity has been set at a level which gives
rise to doubts as to whether it constitutes a genuine alternative
for farmers whose farms do not provide the comparable income, even
if the additional income from the lease or disposal of the farm
is taken into account. The Member States' measures would seem to
benefit mostly the very small farms, which, however, can release
only small areas of land for agricultural reform.
The latter also applies to the level of the premium
specified in Article 2 (1) (b) of the Directives: the total
amount or the amount per hectare is so low in some cases that it
is hardly likely to provide much incentive to release land for
the

purposes-~f

structural improvement. This is

~specialzy

true

of cases where this premium constitutes the sole payment.
).).

The success of the Directive depends, however, on the released
land being used for the enlargement of farms

suit~ble

lopment as defined in Directive 72/159/EEC.

All the

for deve-

Member S~ates except France have provided for the land to be
reallocated by w~ of priority to farms for which a development
plan has been approved • In almost all the Member States however, the
land
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may also be used to enlarge other farms,if at the time when the
farm is released no

other farm is available which has submitted

a development plan. In France, the land mey even be reallocated for
the creation of a new farm, on which no requirements are imposed as
to their viability or suitability fer development.
On the one hand, the lack of proper measures to coordinate the
release and the reallocation of farmland, measures which should
also help to create a medium-term assessment of available

lan~and

on the other, the lack of measures facilitating interim uses for the
land released,

wo~ld

seem in many cases to indicate that the measures

provided for by the Directive do not perform the "guidance function"
which is in fact the structural justification of these measures.
Although land agencies as referred to in Article 5 (3) of the
Directive exist in almost all Member States, it may be said that
only in the Netherlands are these agencies used as really effective
instruments in the reallocation of land. In addition, in all
r.fember States scarcely any real attempt is made to reallocate
for structural improvements land which does not fall within the
scope of the measures provided for by the Directive.
In this connection, it is also worth mentioning that in some
Member States there is hardly any structural reallocation of
land released by f.Jrmers who have reached the normal retirement
age and have no farming successors.
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Chapter

4: The implementation of Title I of Directive 72/161/EEC
concerning the provision of socio-economical guidance
for and the acquisition of occupational skills by
persons engaged in agriculture.

1.

In all ~~ember S;tciten the implemer.tat:i,on of Directive 72/161/EEC
'\::egCJl considerabl:,• later and r.:o~e slo•tfly than Di;ectives T):/159/i::..~C
and 72/160/EEC.
. Before expiry of the ad.~ptatiol'}
period only German and Italy had sent the Commission draft
la~for implementing Title I of Directive 72/161/EEC (provision

of socio-economic guidance).

Other Member States followed

in the course of 1974, and France at the beginning of 1975.
So far Belgium and Luxembourg have not forwarded draft laws
for implementing this part of the Directive.
By the end of 1974 only Germany and the United Kingdom actually
applied the section of the Directive concerning the provision
of socio-economic guidance, though it should be pointed out
that an extensive socio-economic service already existed in
the Netherlands before the Directive was issued. Ireland and
Denmark followed by mid-1975. Italy laid down the legal basis
for the introduction of socio-economic guidance in May 1975.
So far the Commission has not received the d.e:'ini te text ·of
the French laws ( for d'3tails see Table 3) • ·
2.

In Title I, Directive 72/161/EEC restricts itself to outlining
the aims and content of the socio-economic guidance and setting
out

a certain framework for:
- the organization of socio-economic guidance and the
professional qualifications of persons to be
apnointed as socio-economic counsellors;
the

trc:i:n~.q;;·

COU.nsello!'So

and. advanc.ed.. training of soGio-econor:;ic
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2 .1. Although all those !·Iember States which so far have adopted
regulations for implementing the Directive or drawn up draft
laws to this effect, have followed, in these provisions, the
aims and responsibilities of socio-economic guidance as
defined in ArtiGle

3 of the Directive, the nature of this

guidanGe reveal::: various shifts of emphasis. Evidence of tr.is
is provided not only by the different qualifications required
in the selection of the socio-economic

counsel~sbut

also by the

:iifferent priori ties set in the training courses for future
socio-economic counsellors.

'rhe mi.iin emphasis of cocio-econowic guidance in Germany, for inst.:.nce,
appears to be directed towards the analysis of a farm's
economic situation and development potential ·on the one hand
and towards an analysis of the farm family's situation and
it:::: fur·ther evolution on the other. But in the l'Tetherla.nds and

1:::-·eland, the ernphasis lies more on a general social and legal
advice such as questions relating to the leasinc of land, and.,
in particular, problems connected with inheri tance.:F'inally, the
selecti;m criteria ·,wed in Italy suggest that questions of
farm development

and manag,al tent will be .foremost.

2.2. As rega.r:ds the organization of socio-economic gaida.nce, all
~.~ember

States incorporate it into the existing agricul tur·al

advisory services more or less as a special sector. Apparer.t
dissimilarities

result mainly from the different organization

of advisory work. In the Federal Republic of· Germany, Ireland
and the United Kingdom, the provision of socio-economic guidance
forms pCJ.rt of the public agricultural advisory servicej in Tienmark ,
France a.."ld the Netherlands the professional aoc-ricul tural organizations
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provide soci::>;..economic guidance under State control. Italy,
on the other .!:li:..-td., plans to set up new centres at both State
leve 1 :··-tGi':.l
-w:;f

a:t

the level of the professional organizations. In

, ,~la.:-.d, professional organj_zations ma,y also provide socioeconomic guio.ance un!ler

ce~~·tain

conditions.

\hth the exception of Italy, the t·lember States select their
socio-economic counsellors from members of the general

agricultura~

advisory service. Agricultural Advisers, who normally have a
university education or at least technical school training or
equivalent qualifications in agricuHure and similar subjects,
and occasionally in law (Netherl:ulds) or veterinary science or
biology (Italy), and who must have a certain length of experience
as a.e,">Ti;;ul tural advisers or in occupations which have brought
them into constant contact with the farming community, may be
acL11itted to special training courses in socto-economic guidance.
Onl:,r Italy fails to stipulate any practical professional experience
for

counse~ 1 ors

\.,ri th a university education or even for those

v1ith no r-;ore than an agricultural training at secondary le·Jel.

Socio-economic counsellors in the Federal Republic of Germany,
France, Ireland , ItalJ and the Netherlands are engaged in socioeconomic guidance on a full-time b""sis ; in the United-Kingdom
specialist socio-economic. colllisellors are at first being
appointed only at rec;ional level ; special-interest socio-economic
advisers are appointed at area level, Hhile a selected number of
advisers from the General advisory service are being entrusted
additionally with socio-economic guidance at th,; loc:::t.l level. At
present Denmar-k plans to appoint four full-time

counsello1~s,

two

of whom ;;ill operate at national level - one fo:on horticulture,
and one for ctgricul ture - and

~he

other tv;o at regional level.

Also, initially, a certa.in number. of agricultural advisers will
pro'Jide socio-economic guidance, in alicli ti· 'n to
duties.

~;heir

otlv;r
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The Commission considers the latter arrane:;ement
acceptable

<~s

stil::.

for parts of the United Ki!'l.gdom and for ;)(:::mark

for a. cedain ini Ual period only ( 1 ) •

The number of socio-economic

counsellor~

appointed or

):;..::.~.;:<~(.

can be broken down as follows :

....

Denmark

Germany

France

Ital,v

~ full-time

counsellors; 100
general counsellors
providing socioeconomic guidance
in &ddition.to the·~
normal duties

534
counsellors by
1977.

200 counsellors
initially; it is
planned to increase
this number by 75
a year to reach a
total of 500.

~~ot

+-.. -·:
~ 4

:mown

CLli.

·-r··

>:>~

llor::, c.• :
national
l·~vel;

initially'
; 27 counse
1E:.:-rs at

i COULty
~

J. r:!V.f: }~ •

I

--i-.-~···

··------1

~ether lands

United Kingdom

~ 83 counsellors

England and Wales: 1 counsellors at :.-e.;.)onal :cvel
approx. 50 ~p:c~al-int~rest counsellcJ.·s in_ 31 B.+t'f~
Scotland : 1n1t1ally 3 counse~lors at regional
leveL
Northern Ireland : initially 2 spr~cLlist u.n·~6 special-interest 0ounseJlor.s
Local advisers belong:i.ng to the gF.::nerc..J. a.dvis::ry
service are also availal)le t;o give a li• .i t~d
amount of socio-economic guidance.
,

:~.t

present; 205
;>lanned.

--···----rI

~-----+----------··-----_j
2.3.

All Member States provide

special training courses and •Jwth,,:is for

the socio-economic counsellors, though with varying intensi t,r an''
varying emphasis as rcgardr: "'!ohe con tent of t.r.is training o ('see
above 2.1.).

The length of these courses vary among the Member St!ltes 'ltl''-

:.;;·,

for example, extend to 6 months of integra-ted theoretical QJ'lu
practical training in the Federal Republic of Germany. Training

(1) Commission Decision 75/99/EEC of 20 January 1975
Commission Decision 75/644/EEC of 17 October 1975
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will last one year in Ireland and consists of around.

.

:f

1'-..·

courses plus practical project work. No decision h.;;.;;;
taken on the length of training courses in Italy.

~-

.. , .. ·~.

·:.:!'

b.':::>.

Furthe~mo1

P

Member States plan regular annual retraining courses \..'lich w.. il
normally last up to a week. It is to be noted that the only
counsellors who will be admitted to these further training courses
in Italy, are those with three year's experience of socioeconomic guidance ; this means that the first training courses
will not take place until 1979 at the earliest.
).In a few Member States, the Eplementation of Title I of Directive
72/161/EEC proved more difficult than in the case of Directives
72/159/EEC and 72/160/EEC. These difficulties still cannot be
considered as completely overcome. The decisive problem arising
during the Community examination procedure was

whethe~··

the

normal economic or technical agricultural advisory services
could provide socio-economic guidance

on a part-time basis.

Considering that the most important aim of the Difiect:. './e

Waf

to reach those farmers who normally have little or no contact
with the general "technical and economic" advisory services, the
Commission has from the very outset held the view that the socioeconomic

guid~~ce

defined by the Directive is a special type of

advice which demands npecial qualifications and special training
for the counsellors. Thus it cannot be provided by technical or
economic advisers in addition to

the~normal

duties. This does

not of course rule out the possibility of advisers of this
type helping socio-economic counsellors in their activities. The
arrangements made for Denmark and parts of the United Kingdom
can therefore only be considered as the beginning of a system of
socio-economic guidance for persons engaged in agriculture, as
defined in Articles 1 and 3 of the Directive.
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Chapter 5

The implementation of Title II of Directive 72/161/EEC'
concerning the provision of socio-economic guidance
for and the acquisition of occupational skills by
persons engaged in agriculture.

1.

~

In all Member States the implementation of Title II of Directive
72/161/EEC (occupation skills) began with as much delay as ·~.Title I.
( cf. Table "t). But it should be noted that in some Member States
existing training courses already largely corresponded to the
provisions of Directive, or needed only minor alterations in
order to be considered training courses in the sense of Title II.

2.

Even though it is not always ea.;y to classify them distinctly
there are, generally speaking, five basic types of training
courses for

persons engaged in agriculture that come within the

scope of Title II :
2.1. "Catching-up" courses for persons already fully engaged in agriculture
who have received little, if any,basic training but who are older
than 18 and have normally been engaged in agriculture for a
number of years. Lengthy

courses of this type, intended to

enable the recipient to catch up on normal basic training, are
provided particularly in France, (courses of 800-1 200 hours),
Ireland (courses of 800 hours) and the Netherlands (courses of
288 hours in agriculture and 408 hours in horticulture). The
minimum duration· of these courses is

150 hours in Italy, 120

hours in Denmark and 75 hours in Belgium. Hhile advanced training
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courses already existing in Germany have been concentrated
into units which must total at least 80 hours, the United
Kingdom restricts itself to making normal training course~
for

yd~ger

people also accessible to older persons already

engaged in agriculture.
2.2. Special

"catching-up"~ourses

for farmers who have submitted or

wish to submit a development plan. CoUrses of this type have
been set up in France and Ireland. They last at least 200
hours in France and are compulsory for farmers who wish to
carry out a development plan without possessing specific
basic training. These courses are offered in various forms
in Ireland and last between 100 and 300 hours.

2.3.

Special courses for young farmers already engaged in agriculture,
to prepare them for taking over a farm, exist in Ireland,
Italy and the Netherlands. Hhile this course lasts three
years in Ireland and also covers practical training,
courses in Italy last ten weeks and in the Netherlands
between 125 and 170 hours.

2 •4•

Comprehensive advanced training courses for those farmers
who already possess appropriate basic training, sometimes as
a direct continuation of the courses listed in 2.1. Courses
of this type are planned in nearly all Member States with the
exception of Germany. They usually take various forms and
last various lengths of time. In Ireland they last up to
800 hours as a continuation of basic training, as against
only 75 hours in Belgium. Normally the length of these courses
amounts to between 100 and 200 hours. The United Kingdom, where
such courses are also numerous, is making the second cycle of
the normal training for young persons accessible to farmers
already engaged in the profession as lGng as they satisfy the
necessary conditicns.
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Furthermore, almost all Member States normally have a broad rarige
of shorter specialized courses which are devoted to specific
subjects and last between 20 and 60 hours. A programme
assuming the character of a comprehensive

retraining

scheme can often be built up from this range. This is
particularly true in Germany where

participati~

ta such courses

not only depends on basic training qualifications but also
involves the obligation to follow a specific minimum programme
for a specific minimum period. The Irish and Dutch training
regulations also contain obligations of this type.

3.

The implementation of Title II of Directive 72/161/EEC
in the Member States has above all raised the problem of
distinguishing normal agricultural training courses from the
special arrangements to promote further vocational training
and

. retraining of persons engaged in agriculture.

Here too,the
f~nd

Community~examination

procedure was able to

. a satisfactory solution. But there do appear to be

grounds for stating that some Member States have restricted
themselves to making extremely minor changes to the existing
training and further training programmes.In the

circumstances~

justification for asking whether there has really been any
improvement in the quality of the range of training for those
persons already engaged

~n

agriculture who do not possess

professional qualifications which satisfy the requirements of
modern agriculture.

there is

Part III :First results of the application·of the Directives in
the Member States.
The delayed application of the Directives and the fact that the
Member States' application for refunds in respect of

1973

and 1974 have not yet all been received have resulted in
a state of affairs where the Commission possesses few and
incomplete dat

about the first results of application of

the Directives. Furthermore, this information often consists
of no more than a few general figures which reveal

little

that is conclusive if only because they relate to the initial
stages of

implem~ntation

of the measures. For the time being,

therefore, it is not possible to perform a thorough assessment
and analysis of the results obtained from the application of
the Directives, including their financial implications in
1973 and 1975·
The first, extremely provisional, evaluation of the application
of Directive 72/159/EEC reveals that by the end of 1974
4 000 development plana were approved in Denmark, 7 600 in
Germany, 1 200 in Ireland, 4 200 in the Netherlands and 149
in the United Kingdom. The_average volume of investments
per development plan amounted to 31 000 u.a. in Denmark,
44 150 u.a. in the Netherlands,(excluding horticulture)
and 26 650 u.a. in the United Kingdom (excluding horticulture) (1).
95 of the development plans in Germany and 50 of those in
the United Kingdom are directed towards the production of beef and
veal or mutton

• Information about aid for other farms which

have not submitted a development plan as_defined by the
Directive is available only from Germany (1 200 cases) and the
U~ited Kingdom (28 000 cases with average investment of

4 025 u.a.). These few general figures reveal that no
assessment or comparison of the results of applying the
Directive. is possible at present, especially as the figures
cover widely varying periods of application (e.g. Netherlands
1 January 1973, Ireland from mid-1974)•

(1) calculated at the exchange rate of 4 August 1975.
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As

the following Table demonstrates, the informati?n

currently available to the Commission does not allow the·resulte
achieved in applying Directive 72/160/EEC to be thoroughly
assessed either.

Belgium

France

Germany

Ireland

Netherlands

United
Kingdom

160

Number of annuities
premium granted in
1974

228

approx.
5 000

approx.
3 260

171

(Oct.72-74)
156

~otal of annuities to

191

approx.
3 100

approx.
2 550

not
available

72

~umber of applications
rejected during this
period

114

not
available

126

249

~d

\

~armere aged 55-65 years

66

not
available

197

.
The number of applications rejected in four Member States (Belgium,
Ireland; the Netherlands and the United Kingdom) is very high
compared with the number

approved.It may be

assumed that one reason for the high number of rejections is
the severe restriction of the categories of person entitled to
forward claims.
The number of annuities for the cessation of farming which
satisfies the conditions for reimbursement from the EAGGF is still
very small. In 1974 out of a total of about 3.100 retirement
a.nnui ties, the Federal Republic of Germu.ny submitted no ntore thaJl
70 cases for reimbursement ; the Netherlands submitted no more
than 3 out of 72. Even when it is considered that for these
f·iember States, the Community helps to finance only annuities granted to farmers aged between 60 and 65 yea:rs, this ratio
suggests that a large proportion of the land areas released
has not been reallocated to the modernization of farms that have
subrni tted development plans, nor to permanent non-agricultural
uses such as afforestation, and that therefore the"guidance·-function"
of Directive 72/160/EEC can hardly be said to operate.

-~-

In this connection one must wonder whether

a better coordination
I

•

between cessation of farming and the development of farms
might_not evolve through the adoption of measures permitting
a medium-term assessment of available land and an increase
in the interim use of released areas as well as through
the extension of the measures contained in the Directive.
The Commission does not yet possess sufficient information
about the results of the application of Directive 72/161/EEC,
which most Member States did not implement until

1975·

1974 or
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Part IV
1.

Conclusions

It can be stated that the Member States have introduced, albeit
in certain cases with some delay, the agricultural structural
policy as envisaged in the

Directives~

Where this process has

not yet been completed (Belgium, France,Italy), the Commission
has taken the steps provided for in the Treaty establishing the
~C

to do all in its power to ensure that Community law and

Community policy are applied in a uniform manner.
The delay in introducing this policy and the problems arising
when it was introduced are often influenced or caused by
events that have no connection at all with the substance of
the agricultural structure policy.
2.

'rhe Community procedure for ascertaining whether the conditions
for the Community's financial participation have been satisfied
has stood the test. This is particularly true of its first phase
as it had led to a discussion and to a better understanding of

t~e

draft implementing provisions of the :Member States. Many problems
and questions arising from differences between the text of the
Directives on the one hand and the interpretation of this text
on the other were thus unanimously and satisfactorily solved,
thus strengthening Community legislation to a certain extent.
The value of the first phase of this procedure has been particularly evident

in cases where, contrary to the provisions of the

Directives, Member States did not submit their draft implementing
provisions, and the problems arising could not therefore be

solYe~

before the national implementing provisions took effect. Occasionally in such cases it was particularly difficult to avoid
a negative financing decision.

3.

Indeed because of the success achieved in this first phase of:the
Community's procedure devoted to the Member States' draft
implementing provisions, the Commission was able to state
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during the second phase of the procelure
and for all decisions taken up to the present

th~t

the

fin~~

provisions for implementing the Directives which have been
introduced in the Member States satisfy the conditions for
financial participation by the Community.
However, in some cases where the measures taken by the Member
States to achieve the aims of the Directives could only be
considered adequate for a certain period, or where the influence
of certain minor divergencies from the Directives on the
ac·hievement of these aims could not be finally assessed, the
Commission reserved the right to reexamine these decisions,
possibly on the basis of a report requested from the Member
State-.
•

It is clearly apparent that the Directives on the reform of
agriculture constitute a framework which the Member States
have

a high degree of latitude to fill in - on the basis of

Community concepts and criteria. The Directives have there:·ore
proved to be flexible enough to take account of the specific
situations of the Member States as well as of certain particular
circumstances.
It can be stated that the Member States have made very different
use of the opportunities granted to them. One remarkable feature
is that no Member State except Italy has so far planned to
regionalize aid or increase the amount of aids in specific
areas even though the Directives expressly allow this possibility.
However, in some l·lember Stn.tes the imple:r:entation of Directive
75/268/EEC will represent an increase in the regionalization
of aid measures.
Equally it should be noted that the increase to

6%

in the interest

rate subsidy provideCL,because of the generally high level of
interest rates, for farms carrying out development plans under
Directive 72/159/EEC, was. availed of only bjr one Member State
in 1975.
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5. The first results of the application of the

Directive~

on·the re(orm ot'

agriculture and the information available to the Commission in this
respect do no~ yet allow/~sessment to be made on the effects, includin~
financial effects, of either Community or national measures.
But, as regards Directive 72/160/EEC, one might justificably consider
how released agricultural areas can be utilized to a greater extent
th~

at present for the development of farms in accordance with the

conditions of Directive 72/159/EEC.In this context, the problems of
aids for land purchases in certain Member States will arise ; this
problem has repeatedly arisen because of lack of clarity in the text
of the Directive.
6.

As regards Directive 72/159/EEC, a number of problems have arisen, or
remain unresolved, either because the text of the Directive has not
permitted them to be solved, or because they result from developments
in the non-agricultural sectors.
In particular, continuing inflation has led to a progressive increase
in farm costs. In turn, this has given rise to a situation in which
the amounts expressed in units of accounts have continually dropped
in value since 1972/73. It therefore seems appropriate to increase
these amounts so that the effects of the Directive are not jeopardized
and especially that the aids fixed retain their economic effects.
That is also true for Directives 72/160/ECC and 72/161/EEC.
The continual cost

increas~have

had a particular impact on investments

in pig farming. It would, therefore, seem appropriate to provide for a!
solu~ion which will guarantee that incentives intended for this sector
remain independent from non-agricultural developments.

ANNEXES

State of progress of bringing into effect the Council
Directives of 17th April 1972 on the reform of
(situation as at 31st December 1975).

agricultur~
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Implementation

Table 1
I
Member States

j

Draft (Article 17, paragraph 1, Ist inde~j__
Date of notification
Commission Opi~

I

1

I

F.deral Republic
of Germany

_

I
I

22.9.72
version 74

I

lI

14 0

-r--~.3.73
I
'

29.10.73

------t-

version 75:

( 22.3.74
(
16 ·9·74
( 21.11.74

I
I

14.5.75

1 13.4.73.- COM (73) 576
1 18.1.74; -coM (74) 38
1

1

!

_

22.5.:3
120.7.73- COM (73) 1227
July 1973 - a1ds for lan
27 .11. 73- COM(73) 1Sl78
purchase

( 23.5.75
( 9.6.75
24 7 75
(
" "

ln° 75/476/EEC-8.7.75
L 212-9.8.75 P• 13

II O.J
I
I

I
I

II

114.1.76 not yet issued

tl
---~~•7•7;- ~-I.
l
,

..

I

.

+n' 75/6/EE~1;~74-

1.7.74

,

lo.J. L 2-4.1.75 P• 30

14.5.75

lno 75/433/EEC-8.7.75

+----t------------r-~~~~2-=4·7·7:_:~301
j
I

1

!

8.1.74- aids for keepiriJ 7.3.74- COM(74)
295
1I
accounts
1
.
27.11.74- yersion 1975 ~ 20.12.74- CO?<ft74) 2203
4· .4·75- aids for
6.6.75 - COM(75) 816
drainages
12.9.75- credit guarante s 30.10.75- COM(75)·1538
for under-glass horticulture
18.11.75 : version 76

Final _text (Article 18) - - - - - - - - - - Date of notifi. Date of~
Commission
fication
1st 1mplementati:;;-j
Decision
no 74 1 5 EEC-13.3.74
25.10.73
lo.J L 94-4·4·~ p.22

(

I

I

I

6.12.72-COM 7

version 75:
20.12.74-CO"!YI(74) 2205
25.10.7u
version 76:
15.12.75

I

Den~w.r!c

I
1

'I

~

Belgium

of Directive 72/159/EEC

I

8.1.74
22.10. 7 4

'I

15.12.73

1

22.11.74
27 .11. 7 4

n° 75/316/EEC-30·4·75
O.J. L 143-5.6.75. p.16

7.10.75
17.10.75
7-10.75

} 122.12.75 not yet issued

J

!incentives to improve
farm buildings
(programme to meet
economic situation
needs)

-2'T'able 1

Implem<)ntation of Directive 72/159/EEC

r
rember States

1

I

I France
I
I
I

I

I

I

1I Italy

I

I

Date of notification

-

-1
Ireland
I

9.3.73

I

'

L_

Commi:;sion Opinioj

-

Netherlands

I

I

21.3,74
22.4.75

I

I

I

t---

_J_developmen~~=~S·
I
I
I

5.11.73
18.3.75 version 1975

-1

I
I

11.4.73
14.6.73

}

30.12.75

I
I

I

21.12.73 -COM(73) 21191
14.2-75- COM(75) 649

I

24.7 ·73-COM(73)

"

18.9.74
2.12.75

i

1207

I
I

14.5.75
11.12.75

I

2.7.74

3631

I

I

1

j

14-5·74.(Art.11-u)
1 n.7-74-coM (74) 1155
1 29.8.75 aids for drawingupi30.10.75-COM(75)
15361

I

IL
I

Date of noti-1
fication

.,

-T15.5.73=cmi(73)-762t

~-Luxemb::rg-1---~~~~~--------- 19.3.1~-coM(74)

I

__F_;;i;.;;;n;.;;;a;;;l__t:..;;e.:.:x..;..t___~---------

Draft (Article 17' paragraph _1' 1st indent

20.1.75 version 1975

1

1 14.2.75- COM(75)
1

:r--

1471

28.7.72 modernizatiolnf. 4.10.72-COM(72) 1098
arable farms
livestock farms
mixed farms
7.11.72 modernization
4.1.73- 60M(73)1750
of fruit-growing farms

-

-

I

I

Commission

~---:-------..._1_ _,_

I

I

I
I1
I

I
As from the
1n° 75/100/EEC-20.1.75
recond half of 1974 O.J. L 40-14.12.75 p.61

I

.

I

I

I
-r----~~;~~-4
---ln°-75/B/EEc-n.11.74
IO.J.L 2-4.1.75 P• 34

_

1

29.4.75

1

11.1.73

I

15.11.72

I

1.5.73

-

-

Date of the
1st implementatio

J n ° 75/435/EEC- 8.7.75
o.J. L 192-"4·7·75 P·3'

1

1

15.6.73

I lln°

74/257/EEC-18.4.74

~ O.J. L 141-24.5.74 P•4

Table 1

Member
States

~ether lands

/

( contd)
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Implementaticnof Directive 72/159/EEC

-----1);~~-(;.;~i~i~n~;~~:P~ 1, 1s~, indent)
~

ate of notification

-~--r_--·-----·

1.2.73- COM(73)

19.1.73. modernisation of out- I 16.3.73- COM(73)
door horticultural undertaking
7.5.73 modernisation of pig
farms
9.11.73 arr.§.ngements for aids
towards the improvement of
farm buildings - arrangements
for aid towards land improve: ment projects in the private
i sector (1st communication)
(programme to meet economic
situation needs)

I

~.1.74

new version incorporatin
different types of farms

7.5.74 increase in the interestj
Irate subsidy
p.9.74 alteration of the date
of the annual adjustement of
the comparable income

IDate
of the 1st
implementation

Date of notifification

I Commission Opinion

14.12. 72 modernisation of underglass, horticultural undertaings

~he

--T~------;;:~-~~--:.~~~~~~le 18)
I

15.6.73

115

--··

·-

j Commission
Decision

1.5.73
N° 74/257/ESC-18.4.74
O.J. L 141-24.5·74 P•4

413

15.6.73

1.5.73

13.7.73- COM(73) 1153

15.1.74

1.12.73

23.1.74- COM(74)

, 76

not issued

22.3.74- COM(74)

381

30.8. 7 4

3.7 .74- COM(74) 1038
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I

I

I

I
15.11.74- COM(74) 1878

i
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'

n° 75/7/CEE-27.11.74
O.J. L 2-4.1.75 P.32
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I

n° 75/645/EEC-17.10.75
O.J. L 286-5.11.75 p.19
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Ir.• plementation of Directive 72/159/EEC

Table 1
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1, 1st

~ndent)

Final' text (Article
. 18)

.
.
0p· .
0 omm1ss1.on
1n1on

~.11.-~4

aids towards land
20.12-.74-CDr<1(74)
1mprovement projects in the
private sector (2nd communication).

-m6___

12.1.274 modification of the
arrangements for aid towards
the improvement of farm buildings(programme to meet the
economic situation needs).

25.2.75 - C(75)

191

15.9.75 modification of the
method of calculation of the
comparable income.

27.11.75- C(75)

1783

31.10.73-COM(73)

1793

20.12. 7 4-COM(7 4)

2207

.....
1

Pate of nohflllate ot the
1st~
. .
De . .
cation
: implernentli!-tion
1ommlSSlon c1s1on
I

3.6.75

lJn° 75/645/EEG-17.10.75
/ iO.J. L 286-5.11.75 p.19
.

22.5-75

5.1.76 resiting of farm
buildings
United
Kingdom

30.7.73
9.10.73 implementation of
Article 12
8.11.74. version 1975
11.11.75

version 1976

20.12.74

22.5.74
8.10.75
6.5.75

1.1.74

n° 75/5/EEC-27.11.74
O.J. L 2-4.1.75 p.27

1.1.75-22.12.75
n° 75/434/EEC-8.7.75
o.J. t 19!2-24.7.75p.31

Directive n° 72/160/EEC concerning measures to encourage the cessation of farming
and the re-allocation of utilized agricultural area for the purposes of strucutral improvement
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----··-~

!:!ember States

...

-····-

Definitive
Commission Opinion

Date of notification

Federal Republic of
Germany

..

~·-.

Draft (Article 8)

22.9.72 Art.2(1b)and (c ) 6.12.72- COM(72)
4.7.73 Art.2(1a)
25.9.73 - COM(73)

Text. (Article 9)

Date of notifica-1 Date of the 1Fst
tion
implementation
1480
1629

20.6.73
5.2.74

Commission Decision

ro

20.4. 73
1.1.74

74/258/EEC-18.4.74
O.J. L 141-24·5·74 P•7

~o 75/476/EEC-8.7.75

22.). 7 4
Art. 2 (1b)
Belgium

14.2. 73
12.11.73
25.10.74 (new version)

13.4.73- COM(73)
25.1.74- COM(74)
20.12.74 -COM(74)

576
48
2204

O.J. L 212-9.8.75 p.13

16.7.74

2.3.74

n° 75/6/EEC-27.11.74
O.J. L 2-4.1.75 p.30
·-·

Denmark

Exempt from implementin until ),1.12.76 (by Counc .l Directive) n°
of 9.12. 7 4 O.J. L 352 of 28.12.74 P• 36

74/6t,.5/EEC
-

~-----

France

27.8.73

31.10.73- COM(73)

1871

21.3.74
19.2.75

20.2. 74
2.12. 74

19.6.74

1.5.74

j:

·---- --·-r-----

12.11.73

Ireland
I

i

Italy
Luxembourg

21.12.73- COM(73) 2193
-·

11.4.73
14.6.73

--

1207

5.5.74

371

19.6.74

4.10.72 -COr.f(72) 1098

11.1.73

24.7. 73-COM( 73)
----··-

2.1.73

n° 75/100/EEC-20.1.75
O.J. L 40-14.2.75 P• 61

-·-··

6.3.73 - COM(73)

---

. 10.5.74

--~---

n° 75/8/EEC-27.11.74
O.J. L 2-4<1.75 P·34

--~-------~

Netherlands

28.7.72
4.4.74 modifications
24.1.74 modifications
7.8.75 modifications

7 • 5 •7 4 - COM( 74)

657

14-3·75 -c. (75) 274
1537
30.10.75 -5(75)

15.11.72

29.8.74
25.10,74
12.6.75
-

n° 74/257/EEC-18.4.74
o.J. L 141-24.5.74 P•4
n° 75/7/EEC-27.11.74
O.J. L 2 ;4.1.75 p.32
n° 75/645/EEC-17.10.75
O.J. L 28~5.11.75 p.19

-

United Kingdom
-·

15-.5.13

13.7.73 -CC»f(73)

1179

11.8.73

1.1.74

n° 75{5{EEC-2~{11.74
O.J. L 2-4.1.75 p.27

Implementatio~f Title I of Directive n° 72/161/EEC

Table 3

~-~j;~-t--(Arti~-i~---,-0~---~-~~~~h-~--,--~-,-~-t--i~-dent

Member States
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Commir.:sion Opinion
......

Republic
of Germany

~deral

4.12.73

t~~t (Article 11)

I

------ - - - --------- ---·-r·------ --- --------Date of notification

fT ____________ Final

22.1.74 -COM(;74)

.

Date of notifi; cation

Date of the 1st
·implementation

----· -····- ·-·"'···--·-····-····---

39

i

I

23.10.74

lJune-Augti.st 1974

Commission Decision

to

75/159/EEC-25.2.75
O.J. L 66-13.3.75 p.22

----------r---------- ----·-------- -------------------·· ..
Danema.rk

Ireland
Italy

4· 1. 74

10.6.75

11.4.73
14.6. 73

14.5-75

middle of 75

ro

75/481/EEC-10.7.75
O.J. L 212-9.8·75 p.21

Luxembourg
Netherlands

20.2.74

·~------+-------+

United Kingdom

13.7-74

2.10.74 -COM(74) 1566

I 31.10.74

I

22.10.74

/no 75/99/EEC-20.1.75
O.J. L 4~14.2.75p.59

Table 4
Implementationyf Title II of Directive n° 72/161/EEC
------···--·~·-·····-- ·····~---·------------------

Member States

Draft (Article 10, paragraph 1 1 1st indent)

~ederal Republic
of Germany

Commission Opinion

15.11.73

25.1.74- COM(74)

------

Belgium

I

Final text ( Article 11)

Date of notification

I
I

-··------------

6.6.74

82

26.7.74- C0!11(74) 1247

Date of notification
16.1.75

Date of the 1st
implementation
May-Octobre 74
depending on the

1------------------··· IT.,.nil

10.10.74

1.9.74

18.6.75
(supplement)

France
'

Ireland

8.1.74
28.2.75
4.1. 74

8.1. 7 4
25.11.74
13. 1.75

1.1. 75

7 .5.75 -C(75)

647

14.11.75

1971-19B

7 .3.74 -COM(74)

296

27.11.74

4.8.75

'

Italy

11.4.73
14.6.73

24.7.73- COM(73) 1207

United Kingdom

n° 75/314/EEC-30.4.75
O.J. L 143-5~6. 75 p.12

n° 75/153/EEC-25.2.75
O.J. L 60-6.3.75 p.26

14-5-75

Tn·e sys"tem o:r oas 1.
and advanced training which was not
fied as a draft la
was in operation b
fore the Directive
took effect.

January 1976

23.9-74
20.11.75

10.10.74
5· 5·75

n° 75/152/EEC-25.2.75
O.J. L 60-6.3.75 P• 24
n° 75/477/EEc-8.7.75
O.J. L 212-9.8.75 p.16

.

Luxembourg
Netherlands

n° 75/315/EEC-30•4•75
O.J. L 143-5.6.75 P• 14

---

---------·

Denmark

Commission Decision

4.7.75- C(75)

i

954

1tj.9.75

1.1.73

-

-

22.12.75
..

---

